DRAW GOOD LUCK

Famous magic TOUCHING LUCKY STONE

The marvel of the world. This is just what you have always wanted. For hundreds of years, thousands of people have been using and believing in the Famous Magic TOUCHING Stones. Ancient lore says that by touching the stone many wonders have been accomplished such as drawing your loved one to you, winning in games, having lots of money and being happy and lucky at all times. This is just what you need and we urge you to send for same immediately. Stop being lonely and unlucky. Here is your opportunity to change your luck for good. Let the magic power of these stones make you strong and powerful and fill your pockets with money.

LET MY FREE ADVICE HELP YOU

Write me, telling me your troubles and heartaches and I will advise you. Have faith. Just carry the lucky Touching Stone with you. Believed to draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she is. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. On arrival pay postman only $2.49 and postage and the famous Magic TOUCHING Stone is yours to keep and enjoy forever. Big luck book and instructions free with every order.

ORDER BY NO. 862—(2 FOR $4.00)—ONLY .................................................. $2.49

DO YOU NEED HELP?

Free advice!

STOP WORRYING!

Yes, I mean it. I will advise you absolutely free and help you to enjoy and get your share of the happiness and success that is all around you. Are you lonely, unhappy and in bad luck? Are you unlucky in love, games, business and everything? Thousands of thankful people are being benefited by my famous Lucky Sacred Controlling Lodestone Powder and Fast Luck Oil. Carry it with you wherever you go and notice the change. Its wondrous power is believed to bring your loved one to you, make you a winner in all games, or do anything that you desire. So write today, telling me, frankly and freely, your troubles and I will send you this big Luck Outfit and my free advice. Then it is yours to keep and enjoy forever.

DON'T SEND A PENNY!

There is no reason why you should not be lucky. As soon as I receive your letter I will immediately send you the Lucky Loadstone Powder, Fast Luck Oil, Lucky Book and my free advice. On arrival, pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then, if not delighted, I will promptly refund your money. You can't lose!

ORDER BY NO. 709—ONLY .......................................................... $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO.
MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.
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DO YOU NEED A JOB

Do you seek a job? Are you in bad luck? Are you always sad and blue? If so, I have just what you need. For many years thousands of people have been using my famous Egyptian Lodestone Powders and Attraction Oils for good luck in jobs and everything. Why not you? Let me advise you and put you on the road to success. Just carry our famous goods with you and notice the change. Its wondrous power is believed to bring you anything you want. Just write me today, telling me your troubles, and I will send you this big lucky Outfit and advice. Then it is yours to keep and enjoy forever.

DON'T SEND A CENT

You can be lucky, too. Don't stand by and let the other fellows win in everything. Draw your loved one to you. Our goods are believed to work immediately—you don't have to wait. Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money returned. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. For your luck's sake order today. Luck Book FREE.

ORDER BY NO. 700. Only ................................................. $1.98

WIN YOUR LOVED ONES SPANISH LOVE DROPS

Are you unlucky and sad in your love affairs? Stop worrying and be happy. Change your luck in love and everything. Bring happiness to your home. Attract the one you love. This is just what you need and will do you good. Let us send you our famous Spanish Love Drops and sacred Controlling Love Powders that are believed to draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she is and to bring your sweetheart under your control.

LOVE SECRETS—LODESTONE—FREE

with your order. Keep your sweetheart with you all the time. Destroy the evil spirits. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned. Just carry it with you—it works immediately. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever.

ORDER BY NO. 600. Only ................................................. $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Lucky Black Cat "Curelucky" Ring

Mystery—Romance—Oriental Atmosphere
—Good Luck—all these are represented
by the New Lucky BLACK CAT Curelucky
WISHING RING. Notice the emblem of
good luck—the four-leaf Clover, the lucky
Horseshoe, and the Mystic Lucky Black
Cat. Even prettier than the picture. Get
your share of all the good things in life.
Win in games, love, business and every-
thing. Scientists say that you get what
you wish for most. Get this wonderful Black Cat Wishing Ring. Wear it on your finger—have
it with you all the time. Full instructions sent with every ring. Read about the rules of Good
Luck in the FREE Book of Good Luck that is sent with your order. You'll be astonished at
the beauty—the power—of this marvelous ring. Order this minute. Shake the Jinx. Money
Back Guaranteed.

ORDER BY NO. 1101—ONLY .......................... $2.98

WIN IN GAMES!

Special
LUCK BAG

Be a winner in all the games you play. Have wealth and happiness. Make everything come your way and draw
money to you. Here is your chance to fill your pockets with money. Let me help you. Don't be a loser all your
life. Let my famous Special Winner's Luck Bag bring you all the good luck you want. Believed to bring you the
winnings in all games and to draw anything that you desire. Just write me and I will send you this wonderful Bag
and free instructions and Luck Book on free trial for you to try out first. You take no risk. Your money refunded if
not delighted. Guaranteed to please you. Don't stand by and let the other fellows win. Write today.

WINNING SECRETS AND LODESTONE OIL FREE

Use the Oil on your Bag. Can also be used to rub your hands with. Start being happy and lucky now. Here is
your chance. Don't delay. Many high priests believe that a person carrying this special Luck Bag and Lodestone
Oil will always feel powerful and will never be without money. He will have much luck. Send for this today. On
arrival pay postman only $2.98 and postage. Shake the Jinx. Be lucky in love, games and everything. Guaranteed
to please you or your money returned. Be a winner and have plenty of money.

ORDER BY NO. 657—ONLY $2.98. 2 FOR ................. $5.00

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
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Dear Friend: Free yourself from unhappiness due to bad friends, relatives and enemies. Drive them away. No matter where you are, I believe I can help you. Many believe that my system brings luck your way. Don't neglect your happiness any longer. If you want things changed in your life, you must do the things that will change them. Be a winner in games, love, business and everything. Carry with you wherever you go our famous Master Key, Money Lodestone, and Controlling Love Oil. If you don't see a change, return and we will gladly refund you the money. Its wondrous power is believed by many to draw your loved one to you, make you a winner in all games, and do anything that you desire. Brings immediate results. Will make you joyful forever.

YOU CAN'T LOSE

Write today. Start on the road to happiness. Big luck book and secret rules free with your order. On arrival pay postman only $1.97 and postage. If you are suffering from bad luck, write me today.

ORDER BY NO. 423. Only ................................................................. $1.97

NEW PEACE and LOVE POWDER

If you have troubles in love or at home, this is just the Powder you need. These new Peace and Love Powders are used by many to quiet all family troubles and to bring good luck to the home. If you are sad and blue, write me today. Drive away the evil spirits and unworthy friends. Be happy. Shake the jinx. Win the one you love. Stop worrying about those family troubles. Here is your chance to change your luck for good and to bring your sweetheart under your control. You don't have to wait—it works immediately.

GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU

or your money returned. Also big Book of Luck, instructions, and Peace and Love Oil free with your order. Just write today. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever.

ORDER BY NO. 701. ONLY $1.98—2 FOR .......... $3.50

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
Good Luck For You

Good Luck for you, my friends! My sincere wishes for your future health, wealth, and happiness! I surely appreciate the orders that were sent in, in response to my last catalog, and I assure you that I filled them to my very best ability. I know my customers are satisfied at all times because it is my intention that they remain so. I do my utmost to fill your requirements in the very best manner, and have always gladly lived up to my guarantee of perfect satisfaction or your money back. I know you will be interested in reading the following data, the interesting stories of charms, tokens, and amulets.

You will indeed find unusual interest in the story of antiques, charms, tokens, emblems and other amulets. The interesting history of these items, which goes far back into the early ages, will bewitch you. You will marvel at the tales that have been told, at the mystery surrounding these wonderful goods. With ancient lore and the stories of our forefathers, we have brought down to us much interesting information. These have been carried along with the ancient superstitious beliefs which were principally interwoven with the events that transpired then. From the earliest days, yes, even up to today, the various peoples of this world, have believed that certain charms, amulets, and other items of this nature appear to have their own significance and their own mysterious power, whether mental or material we do not know, for its owners. Sprinkled through ancient literature we find references to amulets and charms. The most ancient talisman was the Swastika, which has been discovered among temples and ruins in all parts of the world. Four-leaf clover, the Swallow charm, Roots and Bones of different nature, find their place in the stories of the past. Pavitt in his book on this subject writes as follows:

"From remotest times, even back to the birth of humanity, precious stones and talismans have been held in high estimation by all nations; the former primarily for their beauty, and the latter on account of their virtues as transmitters of good luck and to avert misfortune."

"As tokens or symbols they conveyed joy and confidence to their owners and were thought to give warning of coming events and inspiring courage and
faith in the fearful; and the tragedies on which they have played a part together with their marked influence on the lives of individuals and nations, intensifies our interest in them so that it is little wonder that faith in their mysterious properties should have survived the growth of ages and still find so many believers in all countries."

In referring to emeralds, on page 11, Pavitt in his book of Talismans, says: "The Romans believed that nothing evil could remain in the presence of this gem which discovered falsehood and treachery by changing colour and turning pale, and when powerless to avert misfortune would fall from its setting, giving rise to the belief that the falling of this gem is a bad omen."

He makes many references to the various jewels and stones with their alleged powers. On page 233 he refers to Lodestones. In discussing this subject, he mentions as follows: "Claudius, a Roman poet, mentions a statue of Venus made of Lodestone and one of Mars in iron placed in the same temple that they might be attracted together at the marriage ceremonies, the Roman believing that this stone kept husband and wife faithful and their love secure." "Orpheus attributed to Lodestone the power of attracting the love of others, and it was frequently set in wedding rings for this purpose. In India it is believed to give vitality and health to those who wear it and it is very popular amongst Mohammedans."

This gathering of various items is for the intention of interesting you and giving pleasure, and we feel that we have a very thorough selection of these items and reproduction of same for you to select from.

You will, no doubt recall in the story of the Arabian Nights that Aladain owned a wishing ring that is said to have helped him. He was a poor boy, but the ring did wonders and gave him great power. Even Julius Caesar, that great Roman warrior, carried with him talismans and charms and believed that his success in battle was due to them. Napoleon was reputed to have a luck emblem in which he placed great faith; and many men, even today, carry something in their pockets as charms.

It is interesting to note in reading of this subject how the various beliefs varied, how the various religions adopted different forms of talisman, how the various leaders of these religions professed sincere belief in the power of the various talismen and charms that they recommended to their followers. The story of charms, talismen, etc., cannot be covered completely in this treatise. It is a tremendous subject and covers all the countries of the world. The various tales surrounding these wonderful items would astound you, and you would find them quite interesting reading.

The question as to whether certain charms, amulets, talismen, and tokens can accomplish the deeds attributed to them, cannot be determined since there is no actual authority on these subjects. Each charm is of peculiar value to its owner, based entirely upon the power of his belief in it. Many who purchase these, profess profound belief in that mysterious power, either mental or mate-
rial, which helped them derive benefits by aid of these talismen. It is true, however, that the customs and beliefs of the various religions with their attendant talisman have helped considerably those individuals who believed in them, and have indeed made them happier.

We know you will be interested in purchasing from this wonderful collection of charms, amulets, talismen, rings, and other items specially prepared as being emblematical or reproductions of those interesting tokens of the past with the accompanying tales describing them, as reminders of the past indicating the value attached to them in the ancient lore of the various peoples. These goods are sold by us as wonderful curios and we know you will delight in owning them. While we do not make any unusual representations for any of the goods in this catalog, we are proud of the fact that we have a full selection of the most interesting talismen, reproductions, charms, and amulets in the country.

YOU WOULD MARVEL

at the unusual satisfaction that our customers receive from our goods. They are well satisfied and are delighted to order again and again. Our customers know that when they order from us they will be either satisfied or their money will be gladly refunded. It is our aim to please our customers at all times, to give them exactly what they order, and to handle everything to their satisfaction. They order from us constantly and recommend us to their friends. We know that you will be satisfied or we will gladly refund your money, so you need not hesitate to place your order at once.

HOW TO ORDER

Write order as plainly as possible on the enclosed order blank. Be sure to give CLEARLY your name, address, R. F. D. or box, also City and State, on order blank. State the quantity, catalog number, and size, if necessary, of the items you order. In the event that you lose the order blank you may write us on a separate sheet of plain paper stating what you wish to order, giving the same information.

SEND NO MONEY

We trust you! We will fill your order without a deposit. We know that when you place your order, you are sincere and will take up the shipment when it arrives. Shipment of your order will be made PROMPTLY. Be prepared to take it up when it arrives. Pay postman the price stated in our catalog, plus a few cents postage. We are glad to ship C. O. D. orders. The post office makes an additional small charge on C. O. D. orders which the customer pays. SAVE THIS, and postage (delivery charge) by sending remittance with your order. WE PAY postage on all orders paid for in advance. ALL orders to FOREIGN countries must be accompanied by cash or money order, plus 50c for additional postage. Because of our splendid policy of faith in our customers, we request that you be prepared to take up your package when it arrives. If you are not at home when it is offered you for delivery, a notice will be sent you. Please call for your package as quickly as possible.

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
Evil Removing Powder
Drive Away Evil
Draw Good Luck

Remove all evil. Drive away your enemies with these wonderful Removing Powders. Break the other fellow’s charisma. Draw good luck to you. Get rid of the undesired people around you. Remove those that do you harm. Hundreds of people have been using these Powders with wonderful results. Why not you? Believed to hold your friends to you and to drive away your enemies. Have peace at home and quiet all your family troubles. This is just what you need. Just follow our simple instructions and notice the change that comes upon you. Send in your order today.

SECRET INSTRUCTION AND ADVICE FREE

Write today. Stop being unlucky, and get rid of the jinx—now. Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money refunded. This Powder is the most wonderful preparation ever made up and we are sure you will marvel at it. It works immediately—you don’t have to wait. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage for these wonderful Removing Powders, big Book of Luck, and secret advice and instruction. Then use for a short time and notice the change.

ORDER BY NO. 702.................................................. $1.98

Are you Out of Work?

Are you out of work? Are things coming your way? Do you feel that no matter how hard you try you can never get ahead? Stop being unlucky. Here is your opportunity to shake the jinx for good. If you are sad and blue this is just what you need. For many years hundreds of people have been using my special-make Lucky Bags which contain certain quantities of Lodestone, John the Conqueror Root, and Adam and Eve Root, Oils and Powders. Believed to draw in all the money you want, and to make you lucky in games and notice the wonderful change that comes upon you. This is just what you need if things are going wrong. Just write today telling me all your troubles and heartaches and I will send you our famous Big Luck Outfit and my free advice. With every order I will also send you our famous big Book of Luck and Dressing Oils. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. Order today.

ORDER BY NO. 650.................................................. $1.98
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"HERE'S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY"

Many are the letters of satisfaction that we receive from our customers who tell us what wonderful satisfaction they find with our goods. Here are only a few of them. We know you will be satisfied in every respect, just as these customers have been, and we will gladly live up to our guarantee. Buy and be happy in the knowledge you will be satisfied.

"Kind Sir: I am thankful to say that you have done so much good for me and in my home. I cannot express my thanks in words by any means whatever, etc.

H. L. Morant, Arden, N. C."

"My Dear Sir: When I ordered your Powder and Oil, I was to be let out of my job on the first of December. After using the charm and instructions the man changed his mind, shook my hand and said let us forget it. I am sure thankful to you for your wonderful product. It is certainly the stuff when a fellow is in trouble. I will highly recommend your Company to any one. You may use this letter as you like with my permission and thanking you again and again, I am

Zeno H. Lockett, Douglas, Ariz."

"Dear Sir: It helped me so much it made a change in me in ten minutes after I received it. I am now working. My sweetheart is getting closer and closer to me. Enclosed please find another order.

Charlie Hogen, St. Louis, Mo."

"Kind Sir: Your controlling loadstone powder and fast luck oil is doing wonderful work for me. Now I want you to please send me at once, etc.

Endy Spiks, Altamonte Springs, Fla."

"Dear Sirs: Received package from postoffice today. It seems that the burden I have been carrying for quite a few years has left me already.

Jesse H. Wrenn, Birmingham, Ala."

"Gentlemen: I am thanking you very kindly for what you have already done for me.

Mrs. A. Backeville, Ansonia, Conn."

"Dear Sir: I received the package you sent me O.K. I was out of work and was going to leave home to see if I could find work in another town but when I received your luck bag, I got a job the next day.

R. A. Nixon, Huntington, W. Va."

"P.S. I am having better luck in every way since I received the bag—R.A.N."

"Dear Sir: I have not wanted for a dollar since I received a bag of luck from you. I am glad to be able to write you that you have made me more happy in life.

Mrs. Anna Brown, Rahway, N. J."

"Dear Sirs: I am thanking you for my luck. I really believe it came from you. I cannot thank you enough.

Anna Welch, Savannah, Ill."

Don't these wonderful enthusiastic letters of proof convince you what has been done for others can be done for you? Our customers are really satisfied. They buy once, and then they buy again and again. They always keep themselves supplied, so great is their satisfaction. They write us telling us just what these letters tell you—and we feel proud of the goods we sell. We make no false claims for any of our goods. Our merchandise comprises of wonderful curios, and the statements we make are based on what our customers tell us. Our customers letters testify to the quality of our goods and we know you will be satisfied with your purchase. Order all that you need, now.
Crystal gazing, which was once considered an art, is now recognized as a form of mental magic that anyone can practice and try to entertain his friends. Many people use this form of entertainment; others sincerely believe in what they see. Learn the art of crystal gazing which is as old as the world. It lends distinction to the most ordinary room. It reflects all the objects of a room in the most beautiful manner. In the homes of the wealthy, a crystal is nearly always in evidence, partly as an ornament and partly as owner's evidence of advanced ideas. We suggest that you order a stand with your crystal. The stand is to the globe what the frame is to the picture. The stands are made expressly for this purpose and will accommodate any size of globe. All globes are of solid glass throughout. Safe delivery guaranteed.

**PRICES AND SIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 1/2 inch</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inch</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/2 inch</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 inch</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 inch</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stand to match. $1.00 extra. Large book of instructions free with every order. Order Crystal by No. 1201. Order Stand by No. 1202.

---

### Are Your ROOMS rented?

If your rooms are not rented, this is just what you need. Stop losing money and be happy and rich. Here is your opportunity to shake the jinx for good and to draw anything you want to you. Stop being sad and lonely. Our famous Lodestone Drawing Powder and Controlling Oils are just what you need. Just sprinkle them according to our secret directions and notice the change that comes upon you. Be strong and powerful.

Just write me today and I will also send you my free advice with this big lucky outfit that will tell you everything you want to know and may mean lots of money to you.

**YOU TAKE NO RISK**

If not delighted, I will gladly return your money. Stop worrying and have all your rooms rented. Draw in all the money you want. Order this big lucky outfit today. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then use according to our secret instructions and notice the change that comes upon you. Order today.

**ORDER BY NO. 703. Only**

R. E. WOODS CO.      MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
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SOMETHING NEW
STARTLING
POWERFUL
LOADSTONE

Here is something real new. If you are lonely, sad, and blue, this is just what you need. Free yourself from bad friends and enemies. Drives them away. Draw in all the good luck you want, the winnings in all games, and the one you love. Just write me, telling me your troubles, and I will send you my free advice, the answers to all your questions and my famous New Orleans Love Stone, Lodestone Powders, and Fast Luck Perfumes. This is just what you need. Brings quick results.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
or your money returned. Here is your chance to be lucky. Be strong and powerful and have much luck. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Reading free with your order. Write today. Special Offer: 2 Triple strength outfits for only $3.50.
ORDER BY NO. 750. Only..............................................$1.98

ATTRACT YOUR LOVED ONE
BREAK-UP-LOVE
POWDER

Win your loved one. Keep your lover with you all the time. Don't let another take your sweetheart away from you. Stop being unlucky in love and everything. There is no reason for you to be sad and blue all the time. I have just what you need—my famous lucky Arabian Oils and Love Powders. These are believed to be very powerful, to draw you to your loved one, no matter where he or she is. Be happy and loved by your chosen one. Use a few days and notice the change that comes upon you. You don't have to wait—it works immediately. Let its magic power make you a winner in all games, draw your loved one to you and do anything that you desire. Control your loved one. Be powerful.

LUCKY LODESTONE FREE AND LOVE BOOK WITH YOUR ORDER
Real happiness awaits you. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money returned. Special offer: Two outfits for only $3.50. 2 for $3.50. ORDER BY NO. 800. Only.............$1.98

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
LOADSTONE DRAWING POWDER

FREE ADVICE
This is just what you need for real good luck. All you have to do is to carry it with you wherever you go, and notice the change for good luck that comes upon you. The greatest luck bringer in the world. Something that you will always be happy to have around. If you are lonely, sad and blue, our Lucky Lodestone Drawing Powder and Quick Luck Oil are just what you need. Believed to draw your loved one to you, no matter where he or she is, and to make you a winner in all games, and business. Have plenty of money. Settle your home troubles for good. This is just what you always wanted. And you can have it free—on trial—until you are satisfied that it has done the work. So write today. Get my free advice and lucky secrets free with your order.

SENT ON FREE TRIAL
So sure are we of your delight and satisfaction that we are going to send you this big luck outfit without a penny in advance. As soon as we receive your letter, we will immediately send you our famous Seven Magic Secrets, the Lucky Drawing Lodestone Powder, the Quick Luck Oil and our Luck Book. On arrival, pay postman only $2.49 and postage. Guaranteed to satisfy or your money returned. So write today.

ORDER BY NO. 704—2 FOR $4.00—ONLY...

WIN IN GAMES

Free Advice

LOVE and MONEY

Don't be a loser all your life. You too, can be a winner. Have wealth and happiness. Make everything come your way. Don't be lonely and blue all the time. Here is your chance to fill your pocket with all the money you want. Let me help you. Take me in your confidence. Let my famous Queen of Mystery Lucky Bag bring the winnings in all games, draw your loved one to you, or do anything that you desire. Read this excerpt from the writing of an old Queen of Mystery after whom our Bag is named, addressed to:

"Godess of Luck: If you would incur my favor, you will put into a small chamois bag the following holy articles: the Grains of Paradise, John the Conqueror Root Powder, the Powder of Lodestones and the Cat Bone. These you will close tightly in the bag and on the day you care to win or secure or draw your loved one to you, you will carry the bag in your left hand pocket or pocketbook and let no one touch it but the silver will wage in the games that you play so that it will multiply and grow more."

We have these bags especially made up for our customers containing all these valuable ingredients. Absolutely guaranteed to satisfy or your money returned. Be a winner. Surprise your friends. Don't stand by and let the other fellow win. Be lucky in everything. Fast Luck Oil free with every order. Sent on free trial. So get your lucky outfit today. Carry it with you for success in money, love and games. You do not have to wait—it works immediately. On arrival pay postman $3.98 and postage for the Queen of Mystery Bag. Fast Luck Oil, Big Luck Book, Lodestone Powders and free instructions and secrets. Then it is yours to keep and enjoy forever. You take no risk. So write today.

ORDER BY NO. 329—ONLY... $3.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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BE LUCKY!
SOMETHING NEW AND POWERFUL

Here is the wonderful Magnetic Wave Lodestone. If something is holding you back and you are unhappy and sad, this is just what you need. Carry it with you, with our quick result oil, and you will notice the change. Direct it to bring you the winnings in all games, to bring back your lost sweetheart, or to do anything that you desire. Secret rules free, telling you how. People have long believed that a person carrying this wonderful Wave Lodestone will never be without money and can obtain whatever he or she desires. Many people have reported that it works immediately and as soon as they recieved their package they felt the good luck coming towards them.

BIG LUCK BOOK with order. Write today. Shake the jinks. If you order at once we will also send you Lucky Numbers Free and your life reading Free. Send birth date. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Guaranteed to delight you or money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 821—ONLY.............................................................$1.98

CONTROL YOUR LOVED ONE
SPANISH LOVE OIL

Are you unlucky in your love affairs? Do you feel sad and blue all the time? Are you worried? If so, here is just what you need to be happy in love and everything. Our Spanish Love Oil draws, thrills, and inclines your chosen one to yield to love's sweet spell. Its magic power will astound you and is believed to draw your loved one to you, no matter where he or she is. Just a few drops will do the work.

LOYAGE ROOT AND LOVE POWDERS FREE

with your order. Three Powders and Roots are believed to drive others away from your sweetheart and to keep your lover with you forever. Make your home happier and destroy the evil influences now. Be loved. Write today. When the postman delivers this big luck outfit and free book and love secrets and advice, pay only $1.98 and postage. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned. Make your wishes come true by writing today.

ORDER BY NO. 576. ONLY.............................................................$1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
TELL ME YOUR TROUBLES

Stop worrying. Be happy and lucky in love and everything. Bring back lost loved ones. Let us send you our famous-lucky Arabian Lodestone Powder and Quick Luck Oil. Just what you need to draw your loved one to you, to have lots of money and friends, and to be a winner in all games. Read this letter from one of our customers. "I received my package and my luck is changed so far from what it was before—oh, it is wonderful, the change in my life." We know that you, too, will be delighted with this wonderful good luck bringer. Stop being alone. Write me today. Selling me your troubles and heartaches, I will send my advice absolutely free with your order.

MAGIC CRYSTAL BALL FREE

with your order. Will tell you everything you want to know about yourself, your sweetheart, friends and enemies. Learn the truth and get the answers to all your questions. For your luck's sake, write today. On arrival, pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 367—ONLY $1.98. 2 FOR .......................................................... $3.50

GENUINE MOVING POWDER

Drive away your enemies!

REMOVE EVIL

Drive away your enemies. Keep them away from you. Get rid of the undesired people around you. Draw good friends and real good luck. Move those that do you harm. Stop being unhappy and blue all the time. Keep around you real, true friends, and drive away the evil ones. Here is your opportunity to drive away those false friends. Be happy in the knowledge that you are safe from evil of all kinds. This is what you have always wanted. This special Moving Powder is considered by many the most wonderful preparation they have ever used. Learn the true facts about your friends, enemies, and sweetheart. Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money back. Full instructions with every order. Get rid of the jinx—now. Place your order today. Big Book of Luck with every order. Enjoy your life. Drive away the evil spirits. Learn lucky numbers, lucky days, omens and other mysterious facts.

ORDER BY NO. 705 .......................................................... $2.39

R. E. WOODS CO.
MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.
Remove Gray Hair!

Why have gray hair? Why fear that you are growing old? This is just what you have always wanted. No matter how gray or faded or streaked your hair is, this new treatment, easily used at home is bound to help you regain that black lustrous silky hair that you long for. No muss or stain. Our new preparation makes it easy and harmless to use and will not wash out. We know you will be delighted the same as many of our customers, and we suggest that you take advantage of this special opportunity for this gray hair preparation at our special low price.

SENT ON TRIAL

We are sure that you will be delighted. So sure indeed that we will send you this preparation without a penny in advance. Order now. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Try it one night and if you are not delighted send it back and we shall refund your money. You take no risk. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.

ORDER BY NO. 1052. ONLY.................................................................$1.98

BLACK CAT WISHING BONE

Here's the new BLACK CAT WISHING BONE, not an ordinary wishbone, but a distinctive bone specially designed for this purpose. A most wonderful curio, believed by many to be the bringer of good luck and success in all undertakings. When you wish for a thing with all your might, its bound to come. Start wishing now. Scientists believe that the most important force in this world is one's ambitions, one's earnest wishes. You believe what you wish to believe. Black Cat Wishing Bone can be carried with you wherever you go.

LUCK BOOK and Lodestone FREE—With every order for the Black Cat Wishing Bone, you get free book and large piece of Lodestone free. The wonderful book contains many mysterious bits of information that will startle you. Pay only $1.98 and postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. Full instructions with order.

ORDER BY NO. 901. ONLY.................................................................$1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 3100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
HERE'S A GREAT BEAUTY HELP!

Beautify your skin. Your skin, like the rest of your body, requires nourishment. It must be treated right or it will not give the results you desire. Everyone desires to be beautiful. Everyone wants to look his or her best. Nourish your skin with this wonderful Skin Food. Use this special preparation which we know will help you. Give your skin that healthy and natural glow. It will aid you in marking out wrinkles, smooth rough hands and chapped lips. Will not grow hair. We know you will be delighted with the results you obtain from this wonderful preparation. Don't wait one moment. Order this wonderful skin food today. Your friends will call to your attention the noted improvement in your appearance. You will be proud of having purchased this excellent preparation. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed or your money will be refunded. Try it once and we know you will be a steady customer. Order now. On arrival pay postman only $1.49 and postage.

ORDER BY NO. 1051—ONLY .................................................. $1.49; 2 JARS FOR $2.50

LUCY

BE LUCKY!

Get your share of the Wealth, Health and Happiness that is all around you. Be a winner in games, love, business, and everything. Have money, friends, sweethearts. Let us send you our Lucky Wishing Bag containing Lucky Herbs, Incense, Roots, Magic Sand, Oriental Perfumes, and two extra large pieces of Genuine Live Lodestone, believed to yield a mysterious and powerful influence, and by using them according to our secret rules, one piece will drive away evil and the other will bring Good Luck. Let the magic power of this Guaranteed Chamois Lucky Bag make you a winner in all games, draw or hold your loved one to you, or do anything that you desire.

LUCKY MAGNETIC HORSESHOE FREE!

FREE—With your order, we will tell you all about your future, your lucky numbers, lucky days, 7 lucky secrets, how to win in games, how to keep your loved one, sex secrets; thousands of other secrets to Success, Wealth and Happiness given in our big Book of Luck free with your order. When your Lucky Wishing Bag, Secret Rules, Free Wishing Bone, and the Big Luck Book arrive, pay postman only $2.87 and postage. If you want to shake the jinks, write today. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 863—ONLY .................................................. $2.87

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
DON'T LET YOUR LUCK RUN DOWN
STOP BAD LUCK
SHAKE THE JINX NOW

Why let your good luck run down when you can easily have plenty of it by using our special "Reviving" Magnetic Lodestone Powder? Just follow our simple instructions and apply our goods and you will notice the change in a few days. This is just what you need. Just carry it with you wherever you go and notice the change that comes upon you. This is something that you will be very happy to have, especially if you are lonely, sad and blue. Believed to draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she is and to make you the winner in all games and business. Have plenty of money and stop worrying. You take no risk as we send it free on trial for you to examine and enjoy forever. If not delighted, your money gladly returned.

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Just send your name and address and I will send you this big luck outfit. Free advice with your order. Just write me, telling me your troubles and I will send you the Lodestone Powder, Lucky Book and Drawing Oils. On arrival pay postman $1.98 and postage. Order today.

ORDER BY NO. 710—ONLY.................................$1.98

ATTRACT YOUR LOVED ONE

Get this unusual Love Controlling and Peace Powder. Change your luck in love and home affairs. Stop worrying about those family troubles. Be lucky in love and everything. Bring back lost sweethearts. Win the one you adore. You need this wonderful Black Cat Controlling Love and Peace Powder, believed to draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she is, and bring your sweetheart under your control. Have peace at home, quiet all family troubles.

LOVE SECRETS FREE
with your order. Big Book of Luck sent free, too! Avoid all evil. Order today. Pay postman only $1.98 and postage on arrival.

ORDER BY NO. 711—ONLY............................................$1.98

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
Dear Friend: Haven't you often wished that all your dreams could come true—that you, too, could get your share of the Money, Health and Happiness that is all around you? And haven't you hoped that some lucky day you could have the good things in life, friends, money, sweet-hearts, or anything that you desire? Your lucky day is here. This is your opportunity to shake the jinks for good. Stop worrying about the Future. Money Matters, Love, Health and Family Troubles. Enjoy your life. Drive away the evil spirits and become lucky. For many years my secret methods and Sacred Luck Powder Bags have proven to be a success in the cases of thousands of people—thankful people who have obtained what they desired through my works. You can do the same.

SELECT YOUR BAG FROM THE LIST BELOW

BAG NO. 1—Used to bring honor, riches and happiness.
BAG NO. 2—Used to bring health and make happy homes.
BAG NO. 3—Used for protection against evil spirits, witches, thieves, enemies.
BAG NO. 4—Used for success in finding underground treasures, lost treasures, etc.
BAG NO. 5—Used to bring success and winnings in all games.
BAG NO. 6—Used to bring success in trade and business.
BAG NO. 7—Used to bring success in all undertakings and general luck.
BAG NO. 8—Used to bring success in controlling the opposite sex, man or woman, and to bring back the one you love, or keep your loved one with you all the time.

SEND NO MONEY! Write today telling me which bag you want. I will immediately send it out to you with my free secret rules, lucky numbers, and our big luck book. When it arrives pay postman only $2.95 plus postage. Guaranteed to delight you, or money returned. Special offer: Two bags for $5.00. ORDER BY NO. 681—ONLY.......................... $2.95—2 FOR $5.00

Special Oriental RUBBING OIL

Oriental Rubbing Oils have been used for generations past in the belief that they draw in all the winnings in games and make one lucky in playing. These Oils are believed to attract luck and to have the power of drawing in good luck in general. This is just what you need. Let its magic power bring to you happiness and success. Stop worrying—Here is your chance to shake the jinks for good and to be happy again. If something is holding you back, this is just what you need. You don't have to wait—it works immediately. Our secret directions will tell you everything.

GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU or your money returned. Write today. A real happiness awaits you. FREE! with your order we will also send you our large Book of Lucky Numbers, Lucky Days, Good Combinations to Play, and many other important secrets that may mean hundreds of dollars to you. Be a winner in everything you undertake. Don't delay. Send in your order now. ORDER BY NO. 706.......................... $2.98
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IF YOU NEED
This lucky Money Magnet
and Black Cat Wishing Bone

Here's your chance to get both. If you feel out of luck, full of bad breaks and can't shake the jinks, now is the time to get this wonderful Money Magnet and the mysterious Black Cat Wishing Bone. If used as per our free directions, they are believed to bring you quick success in business and money matters. Something new that you'll need to fill your pocketbook. You should see this Money Magnet and Lucky Wishing Bone. Not an ordinary bone, but a bone especially used for this purpose. Believed to bring good luck and success to whom they belong. Shake the jinks, attain good luck, win in games, get lucky numbers, success in everything. Can be carried in pocket or purse. Scientists believe that what you wish for most, what you strive for hardest you're sure to get. Get your share—order today.

SEVEN SECRETS OF LUCK AND LUCK BOOK FREE!
With every order. Write today. Send no money. Pay postman on delivery of the Money Magnet, Black Cat Wishing Bone, Book of Luck, free instructions and Lucky Seven Secrets, only $2.48 and postage. Then they're yours! Will last a lifetime, will give you two extra large pieces of Lodestone. One piece will give you two extra large pieces of Lodestone. Guaranteed to satisfy or money back.

ORDER COMPLETE OUTFIT BY NO. 350, PRICE ONLY $2.48

Genuine-
LOADSTONE

We feel that we need not dwell with great detail on the qualities of GENUINE MAGNETIC LODESTONE. We all know its uses and that many feel that it brings them good luck. The test of true Lodestone is its magnetic power. Every piece of Lodestone sold by us will meet this test and will measure up to our representations. Get yours today and join the lucky ones. Extra large piece of Magnetic Lodestone, alive and vibrant, of best quality obtainable. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 336
Large Piece $1.00
Two Pieces for 1.75
Three Pieces for 2.50

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
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BLACK CAT LUCKY WISHING BAG

LUCK, MONEY, HAPPINESS and SUCCESS all symbolized in this rich, new "LUCKY BLACK CAT WISHING BAG." Attracts, compels, mystifies. BE RICH. Win at business, games, love. Let us send you our Lucky Bag containing Lucky Herbs, Roots, Magic Sand Incense, Oriental Perfumes and TWO EXTRA LARGE PIECES OF GENUINE LIVE LODESTONE, believed to yield a mysterious and powerful influence, and by using them according to our secret rules, one piece is said to drive away Evil and the other bring GOOD LUCK.

SELECT YOUR BAG FROM THE LIST BELOW

BAG No. 1, used to bring health and make happy homes.
BAG No. 2, used to bring honor, riches and happiness, win in games.
BAG No. 3, used for protection against evil spirits, witches, thieves, enemies.
BAG No. 4, used to bring success in trade and business.
BAG No. 5, used to bring success in controlling the opposite sex, man or woman, and to bring back the one you love, or keep your loved one with you all the time. Write today which bag you want. Sent to you with my free secret rules. Guaranteed to delight you, or money returned. Order by No. 341. Price $2.98. 2 Bags.......................................................... $5.00

FORTUNA LUCKY DRAWING RING

All around you there is abundant SUCCESS, WEALTH, LOVE, LIFE, POWER and HAPPINESS. Get your share. The "Lucky Seven" Secret Rules are FREE to all who wear this Rare and Beautiful Talisman Ring. On each side of this Odd and Charming Ring is moulded the figure of Fortuna—the "Goddess of Luck," symbolic of Success Triumphant. Ancient belief that her emblem brings success to wearer in Love, Games, Business, Health and everything. Genuine Antique Gold Filled Ring mounted with a 32 facet, one carat Genuine Diamond in Brilliance, Cut and Flushing Rainbow Fire. Guaranteed 20 years. Order by name, "Fortuna." Wear 7 days and 7 nights. Follow the 7 rules that we send you.

SEND NO MONEY! Write today for this genuine antique Ring, mounted with 32 facet, one carat diamond type gem. FREE—If you write at once, we will also send you one big book of Luck and Sex Secrets free. Contains everything you should know and may be worth hundreds of dollars to you. We will send you this wonderful ring, the 7 Lucky Secrets and the big book for you to keep, wear, and enjoy forever. When they arrive, pay the postman only $3.75 plus postage. You risk nothing. If not delighted we will refund your money.

ORDER BY NO. 335, ONLY........................................... $3.73

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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Haven't you always wanted real good luck in everything you undertook? Here is your chance—to be happy again to gain all the things you most desire. Be a winner always—make everything come your way! Forget your troubles and stop worrying. All you need is to use this wonderful New Orleans Mystic Luck Powder, the leader of them all. Have luck, love, money, real success! Pull complete instructions with every order. Follow the secret rules and our free advice—and then notice the quick change for good.

SEND NO MONEY

Just your name and address brings this big wonderful luck outfit to keep and enjoy forever. Big book of Lucky Numbers, dreams, lucky days, and mysterious secrets of your future sent FREE with every order. On arrival, pay postman only $1.98 and postage. GUARANTEED to please you or your money refunded. Don't delay. Order today. Start now.

ORDER BY NO. 797. ONLY.................................$1.98

I AM YOUR FRIEND!
LET ME ADVISE YOU

Dear Friend: Don't be unlucky and sad all your life. Why be lonely, unhappy and worried when you can have all the good luck you want? I have just what you need—a real good luck briner. For years and years thousands of people, the world over, have been using my famous Spanish Love Stone, Lodestone powders and Hot Foot Oil with wonderful results. Why not you? This is something you have always wanted—something that you could carry with you everywhere you go—something that you could direct to bring you the winnings in all games, the one you love, or do anything that you desire. Just write me a personal letter, telling me your troubles and I will send you my free advice, the answers to all your questions and the big lucky outfit. As soon as you receive it, you will be delighted with the quick results and good luck which it brings to you.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY or your money returned. Here is your chance to be lucky. Lucky numbers free. Many high priests believe that a person carrying this big lucky outfit will never be without money, and can obtain anything he wants. He will always feel strong and powerful and have much luck. Write today. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Big lucky book and secret rules with order.

ORDER BY NO. 751—ONLY...............................$2.48. 2 FOR $4.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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Do You Want To Win

Your Sweetheart

Dear Friend: Are you lonely, unhappy, sad, and blue? Do you want to win your loved one? Can you attract anyone of the opposite sex? Can you draw your sweetheart to you no matter where he or she is? Many have purchased my special Egyptian Perfume and have been satisfied. In ancient days it was believed that perfumes would help in love matters, would attract your loved one to you and would help you generally with the opposite sex. Unusual as these claims may be, many had profound faith in them. While we make no unusual representations for these goods, and they are sold as wonderful curios, we know you will be delighted with this wonderful perfume. The exquisite odor of this perfume will fascinate you; it will charm you indeed.

With your order we will send you a special big book of Love which goes thoroughly into details on all matters of love, telling you just what to do, and how to act, and advising you generally. You will indeed be pleased with this wonderful outfit. Order today. On arrival pay postman only $1.38 and postage. Two outfits for $3.50. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Order by No. 721. Only

$1.96  2 for $3.50

IS EVERYTHING COMING YOUR WAY?

Let me Advise and Help You

Is everything coming your way? Are you a winner in games, love, business, and everything? Are you unhappy, lonely, sad, and blue? Does it seem that no matter how hard you try you can never get ahead? Do you need help? Let me advise you. The Queen of Mystery Bag is a special bag containing genuine magnetic Lodestone, incense, roots, and various herbs. It was believed that bags prepared in this manner would bring good luck in games, love, business, and everything. Unusual as these claims may be, many had profound faith in them. While we make no unusual representations for these goods, they are wonderful curios, and we know that you will be delighted with this wonderful bag.

PERSONAL ADVICE FREE

With every order we will send you free a special book of personal advice which will tell you and give you suggestions on how to succeed, and in general how to win in nearly everything you undertake. Get this wonderful outfit today. On arrival pay postman only $2.49 and postage. If you want two outfits, our special price is only $4.00 for the two. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.

Order by No. 662. Only

$2.49  2 for $4.00

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
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VAN VAN
ATTRACTING
POWDER

Here is just the powder you have always wanted. Attracts and compels. Believed to draw your loved one to you, no matter where he or she is and to keep your lover with you forever. Our magic Van Van Powders and Love Oils draw, thrill and incline your chosen one to yield to love's sweet spell. Its magic power is bewitching to the one you love. A pleasant surprise awaits you. You take no risk. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned.

SEND NO MONEY

Just your name and address and we send you this big wonderful lucky love outfit. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever and use to your heart's content. Make your home happier and destroy the evil influences now. Write today.

ORDER BY NO. 712, ONLY .................................................. $1.98

ORIENTAL MAGIC
CAT BONE

Get this new Mysterious Oriental Magic Cat Bone. Be a winner in money, games, love and everything. Let me help you if you are lonely, unhappy and in bad luck. Control your loved one and have peace and happiness in your home. The Oriental Magic Cat Bone is regarded by many as being the most powerful of oriental amulets, and is believed to change evil to good. Our Lucky Seven Secret Rules and full instructions will tell you how. Carry it with you wherever you go and notice the way it fills your pocketbook. Two large pieces of genuine Magnetic Lucky Lodestone given FREE with every order. Many claim that one piece will drive away Evil and that the other will bring Good Luck. Join the lucky ones. Start on the right road this moment. Send in your order and if you are not more than delighted, we will gladly refund your money. If you order today, we will include the special Book of Mystery, which contains facts about the ancients that you would like to know, also lucky numbers, lucky days, dreams, etc. The secrets contained in this book may mean hundreds of dollars to you. Shake the jinx!

ORDER BY NO. 902, ONLY $1.98, 2 FOR .................................. $3.50

R. E. WOODS CO.    MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD    CHICAGO, ILL.
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DO YOU SEEK HELP?
Free advice!

Dear Friend: Are you unlucky, sad and lonely all the time? Do you want luck in love, games, business and everything? Do you want to get your share of the good luck and happiness that is all around you? If so, I have just what you need and can help you and give you my personal advice absolutely free. For many years people all over the world have been made happy by my famous Triple Strength Controlling Powders and Quick Luck Oil. Just carry it with you and notice the wonderful change that comes upon you. You don’t have to wait—it brings immediate results. Let its magic power make you a winner in all games, draw your loved one to you, or do anything that you desire. Be strong and powerful. Control your loved one. Just write me personally, telling me all your troubles and heartaches and I will send you this big guaranteed Lucky Outfit and my free advice.

LUCKY LODESTONE FREE
with your order. Believed to draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she is. Write today. Have faith. A real happiness awaits you. A big lucky book and lucky seven secrets free with your order. On arrival, pay postman $1.97 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 601—2 FOR $3.50—ONLY $1.97

John the Conqueror
LUCKY ROOT BAG

Be a winner in everything. Be lucky in Games, Love and Business. Many believe that this wonderful John the Conqueror Root Bag is so lucky that a person carrying this wonderful bag will never be without money and can obtain anything he desires. He will always feel strong and powerful and have much luck. Get this wonderful Luck Bag that contains three Southern John the Conqueror Roots, one Adam and Eve Root and many other good luck herbs and roots. All around you there is Success, Wealth, Love and Happiness. Get your share.

LUCKY LODESTONE FREE
With every Root Bag you get free a large piece of Genuine Magnetic Lodestone, which is believed to be a bringer of Good Luck. FREE secret directions with each Bag. Seven Lucky Secrets also included with each order. Don’t overlook this opportunity. When the Lucky Root Bag, the big Lodestone, the Lucky Seven Secrets, and our Big Book of Luck arrives with the free Secret Directions, pay postman only $2.85 and postage. If not delighted, money refunded.

ORDER BAG BY NO. 842—ONLY $2.85
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CUPID'S BOW
Novel POWDER

CAN YOU ATTRACT YOUR LOVED ONE?

FREE ADVICE
This novel Powder is emblematical of the Lover's Cupid's Bow. It is indeed a fascinating powder with slight odor that will please you. In ages past, many have used powders and have found great delight in them. You take no risk in purchasing from us. Our goods will delight you in every respect or we will gladly send back your money. Place your order today.

LOVE BOOK FREE
With every order we will send absolutely Free a special Love Book, which will explain to you many interesting facts regarding love matters, love affairs, and matters of great interest to you. Don't hesitate. Order this wonderful outfit right now. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. You'll be satisfied. Our wonderful book, which comes free with this order, will tell you how to attract others, how to win in everything, how to have peace and happiness in your home, how to succeed in love, how to attract the opposite sex, how to get back your lost lover, how to overcome your enemies, how to influence others, etc.

ORDER BY NO. 713

STRONG-POWERFUL
La Paree Love Powder
Attract your Loved One

Dear Friend: Have you loved and lost? Or are you seeking the one you love? Do you attract the other sex? Have you loads of friends? Have you found the one person who will love, honor and obey? Unhappy is the person who hasn't this wonderful power to attract. Let us help you. Use these wonderful La Paris Love Powders and Quick Love Oil Drops, according to our simple instructions, and notice the change. Many of our customers tell us that they are now enjoying that wonderful feeling, that marvelous attractive power that draws and keeps sweethearts, lovers, friends and good luck to them. Don't be a loser. Gain in the game of love. Place your order today.

BIG BOOK OF LOVE FREE
And secret rules with every order for satisfaction guaranteed. Write today. Change your luck in love and home affairs. Stop worrying. Believed to draw your sweetheart to you no matter where he or she is and to bring your loved one under your control. Order today.

ORDER BY NO. 714—PRICE $1.08
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Dear Friend: Do you feel down and out, unlucky and unhappy all the time? Do you feel that no matter how hard you try, luck is always against you? For many years I have made up special luck bags in the rare old Chinese secret way that have helped hundreds of people. Why not you? Let me help you kill the jinx for good and bring you the money and love that you deserve. Take me in your confidence—just write me frankly. As soon as I get your letter, I will take up your case personally and will send you one of my famous Chinese Lucky Bags which I will make up especially for you. These bags are believed to drive away all evil and bring you good luck quickly. Your bag will contain certain quantities of Lodestone, Magic Sand, John the Conqueror Root, Adam and Eve Root, Love Powders, Hindu Perfumes and other lucky properties which I will fix up for you. Write me today. Have faith. Don’t despair. Don’t send me a penny. If you write me at once I will also include my Quick Luck Charm. When the Chinese Lucky Bag, Secret Directions, Lucky Number Book and the Quick Luck Charm arrive, pay postman only $1.88 and postage. If you do not see a change, I will gladly return your money. If you need help and are in earnest, write me today.

ORDER BY NO. 652—ONLY.............................................$1.98

ADAM AND EVE ROOT
A pair of roots in one, named Adam and Eve. The upper one is Adam and the lower one Eve. Valued for its magic qualities in restoring vitality to the generative organs, also to bring back and hold the love of a husband, wife or sweetheart. Guaranteed to satisfy or money back.

ORDER BY NO. 1098—PRICE 3 FOR..................................$1.00

SOUTHERN JOHN THE CONQUEROR
It is believed by certain vodous and high priests that a person carrying a piece of this root in his pocket will never be without money and can obtain anything he desires; he will always feel strong and powerful and have much luck. Unusual as these claims are there are many who believe in them.

ORDER BY NO. 1099—PRICE 3 FOR ..................................$1.00

GENUINE MOVING POWDER
Are your enemies bothering you? Do you feel that no matter how hard you try you can never get rid of them? Drive them away. Get rid of all the undesired people around you. Move those that do you harm and keep with you only your real true friends. Our wonderful Moving Powder Preparation has been used by many and is the most wonderful preparation ever made. Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money returned. Pull instructions and big Book of Luck with every order telling you secrets that will mean a lot to you. Get rid of the jinx—immediately. Send in your order today. Let the magic power of these wonderful Moving Powders make you happy again.

ORDER BY NO. 708—Only $2.48. 2 FOR..........................$4.00

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
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FREE LOADSTONE SECRETS

With ORIENTAL Magic Bone

You take no risk. Try it out first. If it does not delight you, we will gladly refund your money. Write today. Join the lucky ones. Enjoy your life. When postman delivers this big luck outfit and the free Lucky Lodestone Secrets and Luck Book, pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Why be unlucky all your life? Get your share of the money and happiness that is all around you. Order today. Buy an outfit for your friend, too.

FREE TRIAL OFFER

Be a winner in money, games, love and everything. Control your loved one. Let me help you. Change your luck quick. Just write me today and I will send you my free Lucky Lodestone Secrets and my famous Oriental Magic Bone and 2 large pieces of genuine Lodestone. Just what you want. Shake the jinks and drive away evil. Carry it with you wherever you go and notice how fast it fills your pocketbook. Believed by many to have the power of controlling anyone of the opposite sex and bringing you the winnings in all games. Just follow our Lucky Lodestone Secrets and directions and you will notice the change.

ORDER BY NO. 903—Price $1.98. SPECIAL OFFER, Two Complete Outfits for $3.50

HOT FOOT POWDER
FREE ADVICE and INSTRUCTIONS

Drive away those evil spirits. Shake the jinks for good. Drive away those unworthy friends and enemies. Many believe that this powerful controlling Hot Foot Powders will cause you to be happy in love and home affairs. Believed to hold your friends and to drive away your enemies. Don't wait until it's too late. Have peace at home and settle all family troubles. Full instructions and Magic Book tells you how. Something new and more powerful. We GUARANTEE you satisfaction or we'll refund your money. Order now! Shake evil for good. Be happy and settle all home troubles.

ORDER BY NO. 715—ONLY.....$1.98
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Dear Friend: Draw your own good luck. Ancients believe the best way to be lucky is to draw your luck in with WHITE LODestone as that is the purest and most powerful. They believe that “dead” lodestone is harmful and should be discarded as it makes conditions worse. So, for luck’s sake, write today for our GENUINE DRAWING WHITE LODestone. Its wondrous power is believed to draw your loved ones to you, make you a winner in all games or do anything that you desire. For many years WHITE LODestone has helped hundreds of people. Why not you? It brings immediate results and puts you on the road to happiness. Just what you need. You will notice the change. Shake the jinks.

DRIVE AWAY EVIL FOR GOOD. Change your luck. Big Luck Book free with your order that contains secrets that may mean thousands of dollars to you. Send no money. When the WHITE LODestone LUCK BOOK and our MAGIC QUICK LUCK OIL and Secret Instructions arrive pay postman only $2.48 and postage. If not delighted, money refunded.

ORDER BY NO. 764—ONLY .................................................. $2.48—2 FOR $4.00

WIN IN GAMES

ORIENTAL LUCKY BAG

BE A WINNER

Why fear tomorrow? Look forward to the future with pleasure, with the knowledge that you face joy and happiness. Be a winner. Have loads of money, friends, and sweethearts. Overcome your enemies, have peace and happiness at home. Get what you’ve wished for most. Let the Magic Power of this Guaranteed Chamois Oriental Luck Bag help you be a winner in all games, love, business and everything, and gain riches and happiness. Each Bag contains lucky Lodestone, roots, incense, herbs, magic sand, and mystic oils—which many believe will drive away Evil and bring Good Luck.

FREE SECRET RULES

Get the free Secret Rules and Lucky Book, containing Lucky Numbers, lucky days, interesting facts you would like to know. Come free with every order for this wonderful Oriental Luck Bag. Write today. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Perfect Satisfaction GUARANTEED. Your wishes come true! Make things come your way. Just follow our secret directions and notice the change.

ORDER BY NO. 653—Price .................................................. $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
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BE LUCKY!

in MONEY and LOVE

A real winner, Famous Magnetic Touching Lucky Bag, contains Lodestone, John the Conqueror Root, Adam Root, Moving Powders, and many other articles, believed to make you a winner in all games, draw your loved one to you, and be happy. Carry it with you. Notice the change. You'll marvel and be happy. Many believe that a person carrying this Magnetic Touching Bag will always have money as soon as he touches it and can direct it to bring him whatever he desires. Stop being lonely and unlucky. Shake the links.

TOUCHING BAGS HAVE BEEN USED FOR CENTURIES

So get yours today. Have faith and your troubles will clear away. Make yourself strong and powerful and fill your pockets. Guaranteed to delight or money returned. On arrival pay postman only $2.69 and postage for the Magnetic Touching Bag, good

ORDER BY NO. 654—ONLY...........................................$2.69

luck book, and our Seven Secrets. Then keep and enjoy forever.

The

HELPING

HAND

ARE YOU LUCKY?

Get your share of Money, Health, and Happiness. Shake the flux. Stop worrying about the Future—Love and Family Troubles. Drive away the evil spirits. For many years my Sacred Luck Bags have proved successful. You can do the same.

READ THESE LETTERS

From Vera King, Violet, Louisiana: I have just received my luck bag and since receiving it I have had much luck and happiness. Thank you a thousand times for your wonderful work.

From J. Jones, Cleveland, Ohio: I received your lucky bag and it has done wonders for me. I remember the times I couldn't keep a nickel, but now I have all the money I want. Your bag No. 2 is wonderful.

SELECT YOUR BAG FROM THE LIST BELOW

BAG No. 1, used to bring honor, riches and happiness, win in games.
BAG No. 2, used to bring health and make happy homes.
BAG No. 3, used for protection against evil spirits, witches, thieves, enemies.
BAG No. 4, used to bring success in trade and business.
BAG No. 5, used to bring success in controlling the opposite sex, man or woman, and to bring back the one you love, or keep your loved one with you all the time.

Write today which bag you want. Sent to you with my free secret rules. Each bag contains Lodestone, Herbs, Roots, Magic Sand, incense and other lucky properties. Guaranteed to delight you, or money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 655—PRICE............................................$2.85—2 BAGS FOR $5.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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WIN in GAMES

Don't be a loser. Be a winner. Lead others in everything. Have wealth and happiness. Make everything come your way. READ this excerpt from the famous writings of an old Queen of Mystery, addressed to the Goddess of Luck:

"If you would incur my favor, you will put into a small bag made of the skin of chamois the following worshipful and holy articles: The Grains of Paradise, the Powder of the Root called John the Conqueror, the Powder of the Magnetic Stone, the special Bone. These you will close together tightly so that they cannot leak out, and on the day you care to win you will put on this bag the extract of Hash-nobana, and keep it in your left-hand pocket or sock and let no one touch it, but the Silver you will wage in the game, so that it will multiply and grow more."

We have these bags specially made up for our customers, containing the many valuable ingredients. Full instructions come with order. Absolutely guaranteed to satisfy you or we'll refund your money. Be a winner.

ORDER BY NO. 656—PRICE..............................................................$3.98

DRAW YOUR OWN POWER

Drive away EVIL

Dear Friend: Here is just what you have always wanted—something that you could carry with you to bring you the best of luck in games, love, business and everything. Stop feeling down and out and unhappy all the time. Have power and control over anything you want. Send today for our lucky Magnetic Radio Stone, the wonder of the world. You will marvel at the quick results that it brings you. Believed by many to so magnetize your personality that people will be drawn to you, and will make you a winner in all games.

DON'T SEND A CENT

Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money returned. Stop worrying. Enjoy your life. Write today. Big luck book and secret directions free with the order. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then notice the change for good that it brings you.

ORDER BY NO. 861—PRICE..............................................................$1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
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ALWAYS WIN
IN GAMES
Be Lucky!

Haven't you always wanted to be the winner in all the games you play and be independent? Thousands of people are using my famous 'Win-in-Games' Lucky Lode-stone and Money Drawing Oils. This is something you can use to draw in all the good luck you want—something you can carry with you wherever you go—something you can direct to bring you the winnings in all games, bring your loved one to you, or do anything that you desire. This is your lucky day. Thousands are carrying this good luck outfit with wonderful results. Why not you? Stop being unlucky. I believe I can help you. Let me show you how to fill your pockets with all the money you want. Don't be a loser all your life. Others win. Why not you? Have wealth and happiness and have everything come your way.

GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU

or your money returned. Order today. Begin being happy now. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Special offer: 2 complete double strength outfits for only $3.50.

ORDER BY NO. 822—ONLY ................ $1.98—2 FOR $3.50

EVIL REMOVER

Break Your Enemies' Charms
Drive away your enemies. Keep them away from you. Get rid of the undesired people around you. Keep your loved one with you and away from others. Be loved. Draw good friends and real good luck. Move those that do you harm. Stop being unhappy and blue all the time. Keep around you real, true friends, and drive away the evil ones. Here is your opportunity to drive away those false friends. Be happy in the knowledge that you are safe from evil of all kinds. This is what you have always wanted. This special Moving Powder, Charm Breaker and Moving Oil are considered by many the most wonderful preparations they have ever used. Learn the true facts about your friends, enemies and sweetheart.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY YOU

or your money back. Full instructions with every order. Get rid of the jinx—now. Order today. Big book of Luck with your order free. Enjoy your life. Drive away the evil spirits. Our goods will do you good. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Be happy. Shake the jinx. ORDER BY NO. 881—ONLY ............... $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
This is just what our customers buy for luck in games and everything. Carry it with you and notice how fast it fills your pocketbook. Many people believe it to have the power of driving away evil and controlling anyone of the opposite sex. Just follow our secret rules that are given free with every Oriental Magic Lodestone and notice the change.

LUCKY NUMBER BOOK FREE
So get yours today. Carry it with you. If not delighted, your money returned. With your order we will also send you our free book of lucky numbers, lucky days and hundreds of secrets to Success, Wealth and Happiness. When postman delivers this big luck outfit, pay only $1.95 and postage. Then it is yours to keep and enjoy forever.

ORDER BY NO. 332—ONLY ................................................................. $1.95

The LUCKY HAND

Do you want a lucky hand? Would you be a winner? Can you win in all games, business, love and everything? Is luck coming your way? READ this excerpt from the famous writing of an old Gypsy Queen of Mystery:

"I will anoint with the Bag of Many Lucks, a bag of pure Chamois Skin, and you will put in this bag the small Wish Beans, the Powder of Attraction, the Powder of frankincense of myrrh, the Powder of Wonder of the World. Seal up this bag well and carry it with you. Take the Essence of Geranium and dress it daily.—"

These bags specially made up for our customers. Full instructions with every order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ORDER BY NO. 658—ONLY ................................................................. $2.88
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Dear Friend: Get my famous "5 Power" Lucky Lodestone Bag. Have happiness, riches, success and power. Win in games, love and everything. Is something holding you back? Stop being in bad luck and always sad and blue. This famous "5 Power" Bag is believed to bring to the wearer the five wonderful things in life—love, money, jobs, happiness and power. These bags have been used by many people to bring them the winnings in all games, to draw their sweet-heart to them and to do whatever they desire. Just carry it with you and notice the change that it brings upon you. You'll be delighted with this wonderful Bag. If your luck is crossed, this will do you good.

YOU CAN'T LOSE under our money-back guarantee. Write today. Get my free advice and Lodestone Oil with your order. Learn the truth and get the answers to all your questions now. Send for this big lucky outfit today. You don't have to wait—it works as soon as you get it. Have lots of luck. Then keep and enjoy forever. You take no risk. Be strong and powerful. Special Offer: Two complete triple strength Bags for only $4.00.

ORDER BY NO. 659—ONLY.................................................. $2.48—2 FOR $4.00

RISING SUN Lover's Lucky Bag

Dear Friend: Have you loved and lost? Do you attract the opposite sex? Have you lots of friends? Are you unhappy and blue? If so, I believe I can help you. For many years hundreds of people in bad luck, especially in love, have been using my famous Rising Sun Lovers' Lucky Bag and Love Perfume. Just follow our free instructions, put a few drops on your clothes, and carry the Lucky Lovers' Bag with you, and you will be astounded at the wonderful change that comes upon your lover. Be a winner.

ORIENTAL LOVAGE ROOT AND LUCKY BOOK

free with your order. Make your home happier and destroy the evil influences. Make your wishes come true. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage for this wonderful Rising Sun Lovers' Bag, Perfume and the Love Secrets. Just carry it with you—you don't have to wait—it works immediately. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 324—ONLY.................................................. $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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WIN in GAMES
BE RICH

Have wealth, happiness, and good fortune. Be a winner in all the games you play. Have things come your way and draw all the money to you you want. Let me help you. Here is your chance to fill your pockets with money. Learn all the new tricks and get plenty of real information. Don't stand by and let the other fellow win. Surprise your friends with your good fortune. Thousands of people are using my famous Arabian Lodestone, Drawing Powders, and Fast Luck Oil to bring in the winnings. If others win, why can't you? You take no risk. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned.

SECRET BOOK OF LUCK FREE!
with your order. Write today. Be strong and powerful. No matter how hard your case may be, I believe I can help you. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage. Be a winner and have plenty of money. Special Offer: 2 double strength outfits for only $4.00. ORDER BY NO. 662—ONLY.......................... $2.48—2 FOR $4.00

HOLD YOUR JOB
EARN LOTS OF MONEY

Are you seeking a job? Do you want to be rich and lucky? Make things come your way. Get ahead. This is your chance to shake the jinx for good. If you are sad, blue, and out of work, this is just what you need. For many years thousands of people have been using my famous Egyptian Lucky Stone, Lodestone Powders, and Quick Luck Oils for bringing in all the money they want and for good luck in love, games, and jobs. Just carry it with you and notice the wonderful change that comes upon you.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
if things are going wrong. Just write today, and I will send you all this. You take no risk. If not delighted, I will gladly return your money. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage. Be strong and powerful. Get the best out of life. Let me give you all the luck you are entitled to.

ORDER BY NO. 752—ONLY.......................... $2.48
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SKIN IMPURITIES BANISHED!

Skin impurities banished. If you use the preparations listed on this page, we are certain that they will help you greatly. Banish skin impurities. Apply this preparation to your face according to our special instructions, and we know that your appearance will be greatly benefited. This preparation will help in removing skin blemishes and wrinkles and smoothing the skin and removing all chaf. Will not grow hair. Get this special Facial Astringent which will give your flesh that firm healthy appearance. Restore your skin to its normal condition so that you, too, can be beautiful. These products will surely help you. We guarantee you.

Don't hesitate. Place your order for this preparation today. On arrival pay postman only $1.49 and postage.

ORDER BY NO. 1053—ONLY.............................................. $1.49; 3 BOTTLES FOR $3.00

ESSENCE of LaRae
KEEPS ALIVE
ROOTS, BAGS and LOADSTONES

So many have been the demands of our customers for that famous preparation, Essence of La Rae, that we are now prepared to fill all orders for this wonderful preparation. It is used by thousands for the purpose of keeping alive their wonderful Luck and Love tokens, for "feeding" their Lucky Bags, their Wishing Bags, their various Roots, and their Lodestone. Well known all over this country and in foreign countries as well. Purchase a good stock of this fine Essence. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ORDER BY NO. 360—Three Small Vials for........................ $1.00
ORDER BY NO. 361—Large Bottle $1.00. Three Large Bottles............................................... $2.50

POWERFUL
DRIVE AWAY POWDER

Move those that do you harm. Use this real powerful Moving Powder, used by many to drive away enemies and bad friends. This is just what you need. Stave off your enemies, Keep away all evil. Turn evil into good. Don't worry. Do right and right will be done unto you. Be happy in the knowledge that you are doing the right thing. The magic power of this special Black Cat Drive-Away Powder is believed by many to attract only good luck and to drive away all evil influences. Start being happy today. Have faith in yourself. Use these wonderful ingredients according to our complete instructions and you will surely marvel at the change.

Place your order today. You'll not regret it. Full instructions with every order. Big Magic Book of Luck, lucky numbers, mysterious secrets, lucky seven rules comes with each order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ORDER BY NO. 716—ONLY.............................................. $1.98

K. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 3100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
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FRENCH PEP-UPS
GENUINE - GUARANTEED

A wonderful potent Tonic for both men and women. Peps you up. Rejuvenates and rebuilds rundown vitality, nervous exhaustion, etc. Famous for quick results. For lack of pep, vigor and energy. A happy surprise awaits you. STOP experimenting. For real results, get this original French formula and genuine hand made tablets. Sent in plain wrapper, sealed. Price $2.00. Super-special strength for severe prolonged cases $3.00, and worth it. Guaranteed to satisfy or money back. Two packages for $5.00.
ORDER BY NO. 400—Box $2.00, Super Strength $3.00—Two $3.00 Boxes for $5.00

BE A WINNER
Lucky Numbers
LEARN YOUR FUTURE

Are you searching for the truth? Will you be successful in money, love, games and business? What is going to happen to you? Let the magic crystal ball tell you your lucky numbers and everything you want to know. Learn the truth about yourself, your sweetheart, friends and enemies. Just mail us your birth date and we will send you the Magic Crystal Ball with complete Life Reading, and our big Magic Book of Luck that contains thousands of hidden secrets, how to win in games, how to keep your loved one to you, and the rules to Wealth and Happiness. This is just what you need to be a winner in games, and everything. Let the magic ball tell you the truth and the answers to all your questions.

LUCKY CHARM FREE

with every order. So for your luck's sake, write today. When the Magic Crystal Ball, Luck Book, Life Reading, and Lucky Charm arrive, pay only $1.98 and postage. Guaranteed to please, or money returned. Shake the jinx for good.
ORDER BY NO. 362—PRICE

..................................................... $1.98

Special NEW ORLEANS LOADSTONE BAG
The Leaders of them ALL

Here is something new and powerful. The leader of them all. A wonderful New Orleans Loadstone Bag. Something you have long wanted to have and carry with you. Believed by many to bring good luck in games, business, and everything. Carry this marvelous bag with you wherever you go. Follow our Free Secret Instructions that are sent with every bag—watch for the change. You'll be startled at the wonderful results. Don't be a loser. Start on the road to success. Don't send any money. Just your name and address starts this wonder bag on its way to you. Big Book of Luck free with every order. Send your order today. Pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. You're satisfied or your money back. Order today.
ORDER BY NO. 660—ONLY ....................... $1.98
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LOADSTONE DRAWING POWDERS
CAN YOU ATTRACT SUCCESS?

We pride ourselves on our wonderful selection of novel curios. We know you will be pleased when you receive our special Lodestone Drawing Powders. Specially prepared in a novel chimera bag so that you can carry it with you wherever you go. Many are seeking novel curios, charms, amulets, etc., as reminders of the glorious past. They carry these charms with them and feel happy in possessing them. It was believed that powders would help in attracting good luck in business, games, love, and everything. Unusual as these claims may appear, there are many who have profound faith in them. While we make no unusual representations for these goods, we know you will be pleased with this wonderful curio. We know you will be delighted or your money will be refunded.

BOOK OF HELP'S FREE

We have prepared a book for our customers which we know will be of great value to them. This book contains certain rules, suggestions, and reminders that we believe will be of great value to you. It gives you hints in matters of love, business, friends, jobs, and practically everything. We know you will be delighted when you receive this book which comes to you if you send your order in at once. Order this complete outfit today. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage.

Order by No. 663. Only...

NEW MYSTIC BAG

Are you out of a job? Are you unhappy, sad, and blue? Does it seem that luck is against you? Are you worried about love and home troubles? Here is indeed a novel bag. This curio bag contains genuine magnetic Lodestone, incense, roots, herbs, and powders. It was believed that bags prepared in this manner would attract good luck in games, love, business, jobs and everything. Unusual as these claims are, there are many who have profound faith in them. While we make no unusual claims for our goods and sell them merely as curios, we know you will be pleased with this marvelous bag. Guaranteed to please you or your money will be refunded.

BIG BOOK OF ADVICE FREE

with every order. You will be pleasantly delighted with this wonderful book. Here is some of the astounding information it contains: It will tell you and offer suggestions and helps on how to succeed; how to attract others; how to keep and hold the love of your sweetheart; how to influence others; and generally how to win in nearly everything you undertake. These suggestions will surely help you. We know you will be satisfied. Order today. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage. SPECIAL OFFER: 2 bags for only $4.00.

Order by No. 660. Only...

Men's RAILROAD WATCH

A wonderful watch for men. Known to many as a railroad watch. Beautifully engraved case. An excellent timekeeper and one that will give you tremendous satisfaction. You will never regret purchasing this wonderful watch. You will be proud to show it to your friends. Twelve size open face engraved border and railroad back. All men desire to carry with them this wonderful watch, and here is your opportunity to obtain one. Makes a wonderful gift. Place your order today. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded. Priced especially for this sale.

Order by No. 458. Only...

H. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
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DRAW YOUR LOVED ONE

FREE ADVICE—Dear Friend: Are you lonely and blue for that sweetheart of yours? Are you worried and unhappy? Just what you need. You can now have luck in love and everything. Let us send you our famous La Paris Powders, believed to draw your loved one to you, no matter where he or she is, and bring sweethearts under control. Bring back lost loved ones. Stop worrying. Guaranteed to delight or money returned. ORIENTAL LOVAGE ROYAL FREE AND MAGIC PERFUME with your order. Keep your sweetheart. Let this big love outfit help you. Shake the jinks. Be happy. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. ORDER BY NO. 577. ONLY........................ $1.98

OUR TRIPLE STRENGTH LOADSTONE

Yes, We Have It. TRIPLE STRENGTH GENUINE LODESTONE, Powerful, Magnetic. Draw anything you want to you. Do not confuse this with the ordinary lodestone. Don’t forget it is TRIPLE STRENGTH. It doesn’t cost you any more. Get your share of Wealth, Love and everything. Have money, friends, sweethearts. Get your LUCKY WINNING BAG containing two extra large pieces of TRIPLE STRENGTH LODESTONE. Believed to yield a mysterious and powerful influence and by using them according to our SECRET RULES, one piece will drive away evil and the other will bring you luck. CONTROL THE OPPOSITE SEX. SHAKE THE JINX. SECRET RULES AND LUCK BOOK FREE. Also free Book of Lucky Days, Rules of Success, Wealth and Happiness. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then if not delighted, money will be refunded. YOU CAN’T LOSE. SPECIAL NOTICE. If you order at once we will give you your LIFE READING FREE. Give birth date. ORDER BY NO. 432. ONLY........................ $1.98

DO YOU SEEK HIDDEN TREASURES?

Do you know where valuable treasures are buried? Can’t you locate them? Many people believe that by using our special outfit according to our instructions that it helps to locate buried treasures. This CUBIO outfit contains many mystic ingredients. Be first to find buried treasures. Paid for our complete outfit with full instructions. If you are not satisfied, money will be refunded. JOIN THE LUCKY ONES. ORDER BY NO. 665. PRICE .................. $3.98
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SPANISH LOVE POWDER

Win your loved one. Stop being unlucky in love and everything. There is no reason for you to be sad and blue all the time. Get your share of all the good luck and love that is all around you. I have just what you need—my famous Spanish Love Powder. Believed to be very powerful to draw to you your loved one, no matter where he or she is. Be happy and loved by your chosen one. Your sweetheart will gladly surrender to its mysterious charm and make him or her yield to your wishes. Use a few days and notice the change that comes upon you. You don't have to wait—it works immediately. Its magic power make you a winner in all games, draw your loved one to you, and do anything that you desire. Control your loved one. Be powerful.

LOVE BOOK FREE WITH ORDER
Contains secrets that may mean hundreds of dollars to you and tells all about love. Write today. A real happiness awaits you. On arrival pay postman $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned. Make this the happiest moment in your life by sending your order in now.

ORDER BY NO. 722. Only $1.98

Mystic "Radio" Stone

Get this brilliant flashing stone. Shaped in the form of a diamond. Carry it with you and show it to your friends. We have named it the Radio Stone, so flashing is its rainbow fire. It is a wonderful curio indeed. Jewels have always been much sought for by the people of this universe. We know you will be pleased immensely when you receive this wonderful stone with the accompanying book which will tell you many things you have wanted to know. Here is some of the astounding information it contains: It will offer suggestions and helps on how to succeed; how to attract others; how to keep everything you undertake. Place your order today. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ORDER BY NO. 459. ONLY $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
LUCKY SEVEN YEAR WINNERS HAND
Win at games!

This Famous Bag is believed to bring good luck to you for seven years. It is a real winner's hand, and is believed to draw in all the money when playing games. For generations past thousands of people have been using the Lucky Seven Year Bag and Egyptian Quick Luck Oil. They are believed to attract luck and to have the power of drawing to you whatever you want. Each bag contains Lodestone, John the Conqueror Root, Adam's and Eve's Grains of Paradise, Lucky Bone and many other articles. This is just what you want for good luck. Especially made up for our friends, and absolutely guaranteed to please you or your money returned. Be a winner in all games and have all the money you want! Let the magic power of this bag draw your loved one to you and keep him or her with you all the time. Just carry the bag with you and notice the change. This is just what you need and will bring immediate results. You don't have to wait—it works immediately.

FAMOUS EGYPTIAN SECRETS FREE
with your order. Also big book of luck, containing thousands of secrets that may mean money in your pocket. Send no money. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever.

ORDER BY NO. 666. Only.......................... $1.98

ATTRACT WHAT YOU WANT
I am Your Friend

Stop being lonely and sad all your life. You can have all the good luck you want. Drive away your enemies. Keep your loved one away from others. Draw good friends and real good luck. For many years thousands of people the world over have been using my Famous Oriental Magic Drawing Lodestone and Fast Luck Oils with wonderful results. Why not you? This is something you have always wanted—something you can carry with you wherever you go and use to direct to bring you the winnings in all games to bring your sweet-heart to you, and to do anything that you desire. Just write me today and I will send you all this and also my free advice so that you can be happy and lucky. You will be delighted with the quick results and good luck that it brings you.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY YOU
or your money returned. Write today. Get rid of the jinx—now. Big Luck Book FREE with your order. No matter what your trouble is, write me today as I believe I can help you with this wonderful luck outfit and my free secret instructions. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage. Then it is yours to keep and enjoy forever. For your luck's sake write today. Special Offer: 2 double strength outfits for only $4.00.

ORDER BY NO. 605. ONLY.......................... $2.48. 2 for $4.00

R. E. WOODS CO.  MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD  CHICAGO, ILL.
Dear Friend: Be lucky. Drive the evil spirits from your home. Kill the jinx for good. You should fill your pocket with all the money you want. Send for our FAMOUS FOUR KING DAVID WISDOM STONES and a free book of MONEY MAKING SECRETS ON FREE TRIAL. Be a winner in games, love, business and everything. The FOUR STONES are believed to yield a powerful and mysterious influence, and by using them according to our secret rules, one piece is believed to bring you aid when you’re in trouble, one will bring luck in love, one will ward off evil and one will bring luck in all undertakings. Let the MAGIC POWER of these WONDERFUL STONES draw or hold your loved one to you or do anything you desire. Get your answers to all your questions by sending in your order now.

FREE ON TRIAL
Free secret instructions with your order of FOUR KING DAVID WISDOM STONES and FREE BOOK OF MONEY MAKING SECRETS. Pay postman only $1.98 and postage on arrival. Guaranteed to satisfy or your money back.

ORDER BY NO. 668

BE RICH—BE A WINNER
FREE ADVICE FOR YOU
Dear Friend: Are you unhappy, sad, and in hard luck? Do you want to know what to do? Is there anything troubling you? Do you need help? Do you feel that no matter how hard you try, luck is always against you?

For many years we have been making special Luck Bags with our secret formulas that are believed to bring good luck. These bags are prepared for our many customers and are based on the many letters of satisfaction that we receive from them who tell us of the wonders that they have accomplished. Write us, telling us confidentially, just what you require and we will send you a special bag that is believed to draw special good luck. Don't hesitate. Our special bags have been used for many purposes such as: To bring general good luck in everything, to get new and better jobs, to bring back lost loved ones, to attract persons of the opposite sex, to win in games, to win in love, to control your mate, to keep away evil influences, to bring Peace and Love into the home, to gain in business, and for many other purposes. Each bag contains certain quantities of Lodestone, John the Conqueror Root, Love Powders, Perfumes, etc. So write today. If not delighted with your special bag we will be glad to refund your money.

ORDER BY NO. 667. PRICE

R. E. WOODS CO.
MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Do YOU want
A GOOD JOB
and A RAISE?

Are you working? Are you advancing in your position? Do you want a good job and a raise? Are you capable of earning more money? Many of us are working at positions with which we are not thoroughly satisfied, and which do not appear to help us advance ourselves in this world. But are you right? Are you doing just the right thing to deserve success? Do you know the proper thing to do? Let me advise you. Get this information from me without additional cost. Many have purchased our special novel Bags and Mystic Perfumes. It was believed that bags containing Lodestone, herbs, roots, incense, magnetic sand, and other properties, would help in matters of love, business, games, and everything. Unusual as these claims may have been, there are many who have profound faith in the mysterious powers attributed to bags prepared in this way. We make no unusual representations for these goods; they are sold merely as wonderful curios. With this novel outfit we will send you free a big book which will give you full information regarding many matters, such as getting a job, how to hold your job, how to improve yourself in many ways. We know you will be delighted with the free advice contained in this wonderful book and the outfit will please you in every respect. Pay no money in advance. On arrival pay postman only $2.49 and postage. If you are not delighted we shall refund your money without question. Don’t delay. Order today.

ORDER BY NO. 669. ONLY ................................................................. $2.49

NO MATTER HOW BLUE YOU FEEL—My advice will help you

Dear Friend: Does everything seem wrong? Are the skies cast with gray? Do you feel blue, sad and lonely? Is not everything coming your way? Does it seem that you lose in everything you undertake? Are you a loser in love matters? No matter how blue you are, my advice will help you. You will be delighted with the wonderful preparation which we have named Egyptian Novel Perfume. Its excellent odor will charm you; it will entrance you. In ancient days many believed that perfumes would help in love matters, would bring your loved one to you no matter where he or she were, and would help you achieve success in games, love, business, and everything. Unusual as these claims may be, many had profound faith in them. While we make no unusual representations for these goods, we know you will be delighted with this wonderful outfit.

GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU

or your money refunded. You take no risk. Try it out first. If not delighted, we shall refund your money. Write today. We know the big mysterious book will aid you. If it does not, we will live up to our guarantee. Special offer: 2 outfits for only $5.00.

ORDER BY NO. 723. ONLY ................................................................. $2.98
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 OUTFITS FOR ONLY ......................................... $5.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD

CHICAGO, ILL.
DO YOU WANT LOVE and FRIENDSHIP?

Do you seek love and friendship? Are you lonesome, unhappy, and blue? Does everything seem wrong? Do you feel that no matter what you do you cannot achieve happiness? Don't despair. Get my personal advice. We know you will be pleased with our special outfit of mystic Arabian Oil and Powder. It was believed that oils and powders would draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she was and would attract you many friends. Unusual as these claims were, there were many who had profound faith in them. We make no unusual representations for these goods, and they are sold as wonderful curios. Perfect satisfaction is guaranteed you or your money will be refunded.

PERSONAL ADVICE

With your order you will receive a special book of personal advice which will teach you how to attract and keep your loved one, how to retain that tender feeling, how to attract friends, and how to conduct yourself in every respect. We know you will be satisfied with this outfit. Full instructions come with every order. Order now. On arrival pay postman only $2.49 and postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

ORDER BY NO. 724 ONLY.................................................................$2.49

DRIVE AWAY YOUR ENEMIES and BAD LUCK

Magic SPRINKLING MOVING POWDER

Drive away your enemies with these wonderful Moving Powders. Get rid of the undesired people around you. Remove those that do you harm. Hundreds of people have been using these Powders with wonderful results. Why not you? Believed to hold your friends to you and to drive away your enemies. Have peace at home and quiet all your family troubles. This is just what you need. Just follow our simple instructions and notice the change that comes upon you. Send in your order today.

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS AND ADVICE FREE

Write today. Stop being unlucky. Get rid of the jinks—now. Guaranteed to satisfy you or your money returned. This Powder is the most wonderful preparation ever made up and we are sure you will wonder at it. It works immediately. You don't have to wait. On arrival, pay postman only $2.49 and postage for these wonderful Moving Powders, big book of luck, and secret advice and instructions. Then use for a short time and notice how it drives away all your enemies.

ORDER BY NO. 725. ONLY.............................................................$2.49

R. E. WOODS CO. "MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD" CHICAGO, ILL.
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DO YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL?

Do you want to be beautiful? Improve your appearance. Enhance your beauty. There are many ways in which you can help yourself get that healthy, buoyant, clear skin that is so pleasing. Get this fragrant pink Massage Cream which is used to reach in and out of pores, taking out all the impurities and leaving the skin in a soft, healthy condition. It will indeed help you. Many have purchased our skin and health products and have gained much benefit from same. Gain the skin that will attract your loved one to you, that will make strangers notice how healthy it is. You will be satisfied when you buy from us or we shall refund your money. Don't hesitate. You will not regret placing your order. Use according to our special instructions, and we know you will be helped greatly. On arrival pay postman only 98¢ plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

ORDER BY NO. 1074—ONLY

$1.49—2 JARS $2.49

BE HAPPY AND LUCKY IN MONEY, GAMES AND HEALTH. GET YOUR SHARE OF THE GOOD LUCK THAT IS ALL AROUND YOU. GET THIS LUCKY BAG. LIFE SHOULD BRING YOU RICHES AND HAPPINESS. EACH BAG CONTAINS LUCKY LODESTONE, JOHN THE CONQUEROR ROOTS, ADAM AND EVE ROOTS, INCENSE, AND ORIENTAL OILS, BELIEVED TO BRING GOOD LUCK TO EVERYBODY WHO CARRIES THEM. SO DRIVE AWAY THE EVIL SPIRITS AND SHAKE THE JINKS. MAKE THINGS COME YOUR WAY. JUST FOLLOW OUR SECRET DIRECTIONS AND NOTICE THE CHANGE.

LUCKY NUMBERS FREE—WIN IN GAMES

Big Magic Book of Luck, your lucky days, and the three lucky numbers given free with every bag. Tells everything you want to know and may be worth hundreds of dollars to you. Just write me, and I will send you all this and the guaranteed Oriental Luck Bag with my free special directions. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Money back guaranteed.

ORDER BY NO. 676—ONLY

$1.98

THESE "PEP" TABLETS WILL HELP YOU NO MATTER HOW YOU FEEL

Bring back that lost feeling of Pep, Vim and Vitality! Are you all in? Weak? Then send at once for these wonderful Pep-Strength Tablets. Make you feel like a new person. Wonderful for regaining lost manhood and womanhood. Gives you that thrill of vigor that pleases. Absolutely harmless. Be the man or woman you should be. Satisfy your loved one with that constructive appearance of health and Vigor. Comes in plain package, sealed. Complete package $2.00. Super-special strength for severe, prolonged cases, $3.00. Two boxes for $5.00. We guarantee you satisfaction. Order now.

ORDER BY NO. 419—Box

Super-Special $3.00, Two for $5.00

$2.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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NEW BLACK CAT WISHING BONE and FAST LUCK OIL

Let me tell you how to be happy and lucky in money and games. Use my genuine Black Cat Bone and Fast Luck Oil for real good luck. You can have all the good luck you want. I have just what you need—a real good luck bringer. For many years thousands of people the world over have been using my Wishing Bone and famous oils and have had wonderful results. Why not you? Here is something that you have always wanted—something that you could carry with you wherever you go and something that you could direct to make you a winner in all games. Get rid of all your troubles. Send for my free advice, the answers to all your questions, and this big luck outfit. If not more than delighted, your money returned.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY YOU

So sure are we that you will be delighted that we are willing to send you this big outfit without a penny in advance for you to try first. Then, if not delighted, you can return and get your money back. You take no risk. Write today. Big book of luck and instructions free with every order. Get this strong and powerful outfit today. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage, then keep and enjoy forever.

ORDER BY NO. 428. ONLY......................................................$1.98

HINDU FLORAL LOVE DROPS

Mystery—weird tales of the Orient—the spell of the East—all are felt when you gain the exquisite odor of the famous Hindu Floral Love Drops. According to the free instructions, just a few drops on your raiment—on your loved one's clothing—will accomplish wonders. Alluring—it will almost hypnotize you—so powerful are these wonder Love Drops. Be a winner in Love. Attract the opposite sex. For both men and women. Taste the joy of living—be happy in all love affairs. You'll be amazed and pleased. Pull instructions and Big Love Book free with every order. If you order today, we will send Free a Lovage Root with every bottle ordered. Become happy now! Lucky Seven Love Secrets free with your order. Write today.

ORDER BY NO. 550. COMPLETE..............................................$2.49—2 FOR $4.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
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The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses

THE MYSTERIOUS SEALS

The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses Are Now on Sale

THE ONLY ORIGINAL

Fig. 1—THE SEAL TO TREASURE, Lost, Buried and Hidden.
Fig. 2—THE SEAL TO GOOD FORTUNE in Family, Social and Business Life.
Fig. 3—THE SEAL OF LOVE, to Gain and Maintain the Love of Another.
Fig. 4—The Allegorical Symbol.
Fig. 5—THE SEAL OF LONG LIFE and Great Fortune. The Protector from Misery and Misfortune.
Fig. 6—THE SEAL OF POWER, being a guide to Long Life, Good Health and Influence.
Fig. 7—THE SEAL OF KNOWLEDGE, revealed in Dreams and Visions.
Fig. 8—THE SEAL TO TREASURE and the Precious Contents of the Mine, Field and Quarry.
Fig. 9—THE SEAL OF SAFETY from Danger and Relief from Necessity and Want.
Fig. 10—THE SEAL OF INFLUENCE, Might and Power, to Compel Obedience.
Fig. 11—THE SEAL TO GREAT FORTUNE by Water and Treasures of the Deep and Distant.
Fig. 12—THE SEAL OF THE TREASURES OF THE DEEP, granted by Friendly Spirits.
Fig. 13—THE SEAL OF SPIRITUAL SERVICE and Good Luck in Play.
Fig. 14—THE SEAL OF SUPREMACY, for calling on Mystic Assistance.
Fig. 15—THE SEAL OF SUCCESS and Good Fortune in Quarrels and Disputes.
Fig. 16—THE SEAL OF HONOR, Wealth, Position and Richness in Gold and Treasure.
Fig. 17—THE SEAL TO SECRETS through Dreams and Liberal Business Assistance.
Fig. 18—THE SEAL OF WEALTH in Chemistry, Metallurgy and Alchemy.
Fig. 19—THE SEAL TO LUCK, Fortune and the Treasures of the Deep Seas and Distant Lands.
Fig. 20—THE SEAL TO PROMPT SERVICE, Quick Appearance and Helpful Assistance.
Fig. 21—THE SEAL OF GENERAL CITATION (Orients—Occidens).
Fig. 22—THE GREAT SEAL OF CITATION.
Fig. 23—THE SEAL OF SPECIAL CITATION (Orients—Occidens).
Fig. 24—THE GREAT SEAL OF SPECIAL CITATION (Orients—Occidens).
Fig. 25—THE SEAL OF ARIELIS for Coercion and Obedience.
Fig. 26—THE SEAL OF MARBUELLIS for Coercion and Obedience.
Fig. 27—THE SEAL OF MEBUPHITOPHILIS for Coercion and Obedience.
Fig. 28—THE SEAL OF BARBUELLIS for Coercion and Obedience.
Fig. 29—THE SEAL OF ANTHEUILLIS for Coercion and Obedience.
Fig. 30—THE SEAL OF SCHEMMHAMFORAS, which will bring to Light the Treasures of the Earth if buried in the Treasure-Earth.
Fig. 31—THE SEAL OF SCHEMMHAMFORAS, No. 1.
Fig. 32—THE SEAL OF SCHEMMHAMFORAS, No. 2.
Fig. 33—THE SEAL OF THE FIVE-POINTED STAR of Citation of Moses and All Spirits.

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL. Page Forty-seven
Let Me Help You Settle Your Home and Love Troubles

Are you unhappy, unlucky, and blue all the time? Are you worrying about love and family troubles? Drive away your enemies and control your loved one. Hundreds of people have been benefited by and are now using my famous Spanish Drawing Love Drops and Oriental Controlling Powders, believed to draw your loved one to you, no matter where he or she is, and to bring your sweetheart under your control. These thankful people are enjoying their life and have happy homes. Why not you? Write me today. I will also send you my big book of luck and my free Love Secrets. Just follow these secrets and notice the change for good that comes upon you. Have faith.

ARABIAN LOVAGE ROOT FREE

with your order. Be lucky in love and everything. Keep your sweetheart with you all the time. Let this complete love outfit help you. Shake the jinx. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. If not delighted, your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 577—ONLY ........................................... $1.98

John the Conqueror Powder and Quick Luck Oil

A REAL WONDER

The Lightning of Power—the mystic influence of Good Luck the marvelous attracting power—all are emblazoned by this wonderful outfit. Wonderful John The Conqueror Powder and the Famous Quick Luck Oil, believed by so many to change evil to good, bad luck to good luck, to bring you luck in games, love, business and everything. It seems to draw to you all that is good, to bring back lost loved ones, friends, and all the joy that is around you. Just a few drops of this famous QUICK Luck Oil, according to the free instructions that are given with each order, will make you marvel at the results. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed. FREE WITH EVERY ORDER—A new mysterious book of Lucky Numbers, Love Secrets, Lucky Tokens, Tales and Dreams with every order. Stop worrying. Have peace at home. Hold your friends to you. Shake the jinx and be happy.

ORDER BY NO. 717—Complete Outfit. ........................................... $2.49

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
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Dear Friend: "If you need help, are lonely and blue, and can't keep your loved one to you or win in games, write me at once. Let me answer all your questions free and give you my personal advice on how you, too, can get your share of good luck and money. Learn the truth about yourself, your friends, enemies and everything that you want to know. Let my secret answers bring you the happiness that you deserve. Write today, telling me all your troubles, for my famous Lucky Chinese Love Lodestone and Controlling Oils are just what you need. Carry them with you wherever you go and your eyes will open to the new happy life that awaits you. Let its magic power bring your loved one to you, make you a winner in all games, or do anything that you desire.

YOU TAKE NO RISK! You can be happy and lucky too. Here is your chance. Your writing me today may be the happiest moment in your life. So why delay? I will send you my famous Chinese Love Lodestone and Controlling Oils, luck book and the answer to all your questions. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Guaranteed to delight you or your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 663. ONLY..........................................................$1.98

KING SOLOMON WISDOM STONE

Our customers tell us what wonderful success they are having with our goods. For the wise who would be wealthy, here is your chance to fill your pocket with all the money you want by sending for our famous wisdom stone and the free book of money making secrets. Thousands of people are successful and happy, why not you? Surprise your friends, who will be astounded after they see the wonderful change that this lucky stone and free book will bring to you. You can be lucky in money, games, wealth and happiness the same as others. Just your name and address brings you this big luck outfit on trial. If not pleased your money refunded.

SEND NO MONEY—Just write me today. When the postman delivers the King Solomon Luck Stone and our free book of luck numbers, pay only $1.98 and postage. Don't forget, your money back if these goods do not please you.

ORDER BY NO. 384 ONLY..........................................................$1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD

CHICAGO, ILL.
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WONDERFUL MYSTIC RINGS

DINNER RING
Beautifully finished lucky Dinner Ring. Set with five imitation full cut lucky white stones. Exceedingly engraved. A wonderful value. Every woman should own one.
ORDER BY NO. 451. Only $2.98

THREE WISE MONKS
It is believed that this wonderful ring is lucky because it symbolizes the three important rules. "Think no evil, see no evil, do no evil." Many wear this mystic ring and praise its value for wonderful results.
ORDER BY NO. 452. Only $1.98

LUCKY RING
New Mystic Luck ring for men and women. Contains all the lucky symbols, the Lucky Horseshoe, Lucky Wish Bone, four-leaf Clover, Swastika and the lucky Rules, with full instructions. Be a winner always.
ORDER BY NO. 453. Only $2.49

MAGIC EGYPTIAN BUDDHA RING
Beautiful rose finish with Buddha embossing. Figure on top with Egyptian characters. Believed by many to be a great luck bringer. Don't lose. Be a winner always. A real bargain. Magic secrets free.
ORDER BY NO. 391. Only $2.89

MEN'S LUCK RING
Beautiful chromium plated, fancy embossed ring with carat - white stone brilliant setting. Believed by many to be a real luck bringer. Take advantage of this real bargain. Secrets free.
ORDER BY NO. 406. Only $2.95

ARABIAN LUCK RING
The mystic power of this fine-cut Arabian Luck ring will startle you. It is believed by many to bring good luck in everything. Be a winner in all games. Gain the one you love. Have peace at home. Be a winner always. Men's and ladies' sizes.
ORDER BY NO. 457. Only $1.98

GENUINE LOVE BIRD RING
Are you lonely and blue? Is everything going wrong? Attract your loved one. Draw back lost sweethearts. Many believe in the mysterious power of this Sterling Ring which is beautifully engraved with an onyx imitation engraved with the wonder love bird. With this alluring Love Bird ring you can attract everyone to you. Beautiful white stone is also set in onyx. Don't lose in the game of love. Get this wonderful ring today.
ORDER BY NO. 454. Only $2.98

B. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
CRUCIFIX RING
This wonderful crucifix ring of our Savior is believed by many to carry with it the power to control luck in everything. Be a winner in games, love and home affairs. Wear this crucifix ring with you always. You won't lose. Magic secrets free.

ORDER BY NO. 404
PRICE ............... $3.99

COMPLETE OUTFIT
Buy this complete watch outfit. Consists of regular fine quality men's watch, neck watch chain, fancy knife and newest lucky Chinese emblem Ring. This entire outfit only costs $3.87. A wonderful value indeed. Many believe that the Lucky Ring is a charm that will bring you good luck, success in everything you do. Be happy! Get this wonderful outfit TODAY.

ORDER BY NO. 396 Complete Outfit Only $3.87

Queen of Mystery
LOADSTONE RING

ORDER BY NO. 392—ONLY ........... $1.98

PERLES L'ORIENT
Famous Lucky Pearls worn by many women who believe they are the bringers of good luck and that so long as they wear these wonderful pearls no harm can befall them. These magic Pearls have been worn for many years to cast their mystic spell on man and woman. Wonderful in love affairs. Beautiful indeed. Specially low-priced too. Get yours. Lucky Magic Secrets free with order.

ORDER BY NO. 393—ONLY ........... $1.98

LUCK
Money, Happiness, Success—all symbolized in this rich, new "LUCKY MAGNET" ring. Attracts, compels, mystifies. Be rich! Win at games, business, love. Order now! Guaranteed to satisfy or money back.

ORDER BY NO. 394—ONLY ........... $2.69

A REAL MAN'S RING
Many men who play for big stakes believe that this ring is a sure winner. Don't take a chance and be without it. Get your share of good luck. Guaranteed to be just as illustrated. Get this wonderful ring today. Secrets free.

ORDER BY NO. 399. Price ............ $2.98

LADIES' WRIST WATCH
14-karat white rolled gold-plated case, neatly engraved Six-jewel Swiss cylinder movement. Ribbon band with white gold-filled clasp.

ORDER BY NO. 398—PRICE ........... $4.98

LUCK
Money, Happiness, Success. All around you there is health, wealth and happiness, joy in love, in games, in business. Get your share. Wear this wonderful Ring, the Wizard of Good Luck. This beautiful Good Luck Ring embodying all the famous symbols can be yours. Guaranteed to satisfy.

ORDER BY NO. 395—ONLY ........... $1.49

R. E. WOODS CO.
MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.
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BLACK CAT MAGNETIC LOADSTONE RING

Health, Happiness, Success, Money—all these should be yours. Be a winner in games, love, and everything. Whatever greater emblem is there than this wonderful Lucky Black Cat Ring! What a dazzling effect it will have upon you. Just like the beautiful picture, it will amaze you—and your friends, too! Worn right with you wherever you go—is it any wonder that so many believe in its marvelous luck powers? Big Lodestone Free with every order; believed by so many to bring you good luck in love and everything. Follow our Secret Rules. Read the free Book of Lucky Numbers, Lucky Secrets and Mystery. All complete for only $2.98. As soon as you wear it you will notice the change. Shake the jar by ordering now.

ORDER BY NO. 401—ONLY . $2.98

EGYPTIAN PHARAOH RING

Worn by those who worry about luck, as good fortune was said to attend all who revered the ancient symbols. Be a winner. Don’t lose in the game of love. Wear this wonderful mystic Ring. Said to have wonderful love effects on those that wear this marvelous Ring.

ORDER BY NO. 402—ONLY . $2.98

Order today! The Seven Lucky Secrets to money and happiness free with Ring.

LUCKY PEACOCK RING

Many of you are acquainted with the value of the Lucky Peacock Ring, believed by so many to bring good luck in love and everything. A really beautiful ring, an ancient charm. Its beauty and charm will delight you. Size 9.9. Start being lucky now.

ORDER BY NO. 463—ONLY . $2.75

LADIES’ RING

Famous Cleopatra ring. An exact duplicate of the famous ring worn by the world’s most famous lover, Cleopatra. Believed by many to wield a mystic influence over the opposite sex. Be a winner in love affairs.

ORDER BY NO. 397. Only . $3.49

Order today. Magic secrets free.

A REAL BARGAIN

Be the first to wear this beautiful chromium finished, basket mounted ring. Set with a large assorted color imitation ruby, topaz, etc. with three fine white stone brilliants. A most beautiful ring. Free secrets.

ORDER BY NO. 455. Price . $2.69

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD
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MAGIC PLAYING CARDS

These cards can be read from the back as well as the front. Easy as telling time. No study or practice is necessary.

No. 208—Deland's 81 Deck  No. 204—Daisy Deck  No. 203—Nifty Deck  No. 207—B Deck
We manufacture five decks. Each of these is entirely different. Special tricks can be performed with each.

No. 206. Deland's Dollar Deck—This deck contains over 1,200 secret marks. Some seemingly impossible feats in magic can be performed with it.

No. 204. Daisy Deck—The backs of this deck contain a system of marks which can be read at a distance of 15 feet. Wonderful for stage use.

No. 203. Nifty Deck—This deck is especially suited for long distance reading. The directions tell you how to accomplish some seemingly impossible feats.

No. 205. Adam's League Deck—These cards can be "told" from the back as well as the front. You can perform an entire act in magic with their aid.

No. 202. Star Deck—This is the latest addition to our Magic Decks. It contains a smaller design than any of the others. It is easy to read when our secret is known; otherwise detection of the secret marks is almost impossible.

No. 207. Special B Deck—It is easy to read when the secret is known; otherwise detection of the secret marks is almost impossible.

With these cards YOU can accomplish feats in Magic equal to any performed by professional Magicians.

PRICE PER DECK—ONE DOLLAR

Don't be fooled any longer. Learn the secrets of the "Card Sharper." This is the finest book of its kind ever printed. Every article ruse in subterfuge. Used by the expert at the card table. Clearly explained and illustrated. Professional secrets buried. Full information in every detail. Every possible secret exposed. Beware of the pitfalls. Learn every system that is used so that you will be fooled no longer. Must have this book—for your own sake.

ORDER BY NO. 461. Only.........$1.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD

Gain the admiration of your friends. They will gasp with awe at your marvelous tricks with cards. This book tells you everything. Shows you how to do tricks you never even dreamed of before. Shows you how easy it is to startle and amaze your friends. Loads of new ideas, marvelous when done. You should not overlook the opportunity of purchasing this wonderful book. Learn the real secret of cards.

ORDER BY NO. 462. Only.........$1.00

CHICAGO, ILL.
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POW POWS, OR THE LONG LOST FRIEND

By the celebrated John George Hohman who claims that whoever carries this little book with him is safe from all his enemies, visible or invisible, nor drown in any water, nor burn in any fire, nor can unjust sentences be placed upon him. Teaches you How to Compel a Thief to Return Stolen Things; How to Stop Blood; How to destroy witches; how to banish all kinds of pain; How to make a wand for searching for iron or water; how to fasten or spellbind anything; and many other mysterious secrets that you should know. A wonderful book containing Secrets never before disclosed.

ORDER BY NO. 433—Only .................. $1.00

THE SECRETS BOOK OF THE BLACK ART

Containing all that is known upon the Occult Science of Spirit Rappings, Witchcraft, Sorcery, Astrology, Palmistry, Mind Reading Spiritualism, Table Turning, Ghosts and Apparitions. Omens, Lucky and Unlucky Signs and Days, Dreams, Charms. Also full information about the Wonderful Arts of Transmuting Base to Precious Metals and the actual Manufacture of the Precious Gems, such as Jasper, Ruby, Emerald, Onyx, Amethyst, Sapphire, etc. It gives the Secret of the Lodestone, the Secret of the Black Cat and many other wonderful secrets found in no other book but this one.

ORDER BY NO. 434. ONLY ......... $1.00

BE A WINNER

Get this wonderful book that tells you all about lucky numbers, newest combinations, saddles, gigs, horses. Explains rate, Bung-Loo, combination tables, unlucky days, lucky days, different days of the week, days of the month, index to lucky numbers—an entire encyclopedia, over 200 pages, giving full information. Don't lose in games. Be on the winning side always. Order this book today. Don't stand by and let the other fellows win. Be rich, happy, independent.

ORDER BY NO. 229. Only ............. $1.00

BIG BOOK OF NUMBERS

Be a Winner—Be Rich

Get this wonderful book. It's the most complete book of its kind, giving full information about the various games. Lucky numbers, lucky combination, clearing house figures, and many other interesting games—full information given you in this marvelous book. Tells all about saddles, gigs, horses, etc. Learn all the facts. Be a winner. You need this full information. Only this book will teach you how. Complete chart of dreams, their meaning and the numbers to which they refer. Don't miss it. Place your order today.

ORDER BY NO. 436. ONLY ......... $1.00

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

The Secret of Love making explained with MODEL LOVE LETTERS. It tells how you may become happy, how to begin courting, the way to act, how to win your loved one, and hundreds of serious things that every person should know. Everyone should own one of these books. Read the love letters and learn.

ORDER BY NO. 427 .................. $1.00
LUCKY NUMBERS—WIN IN GAMES

Be a winner. Get your lucky numbers. Have all the money you want. Surprise your friends. Let the magic secrets in our big lucky book make you a winner in all games, etc. It tells you the lucky numbers, explains dreams, lucky days, tricks—in fact, it tells you all the sure signs. Read what D. Smith of Chicago says: "Since receiving your wonderful book, I am a winner in all games. Everything is coming to me and I have all the money I want. I am so happy now."

THAT'S PROOF, ISN'T IT?

We know that you will say the same thing. Order today. Send $1.00 bill, or we will ship C. O. D. $1.00 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. It not satisfied, your money returned. Don't be fooled any longer.

ORDER BY NO. 438—ONLY .................. $1.00

LUCKY NUMBER DREAM BOOK

With this Book you have a Guide to Lucky Dreams and Lucky Numbers. It gives you the True Interpretation of Dreams, and also the Numbers of the Lottery to which they apply; Good Combinations to Play; Significations of Cards Dreamed of, and their Numbers; Combination Table for Saddles, Gigs and Horses, Table for finding Lucky Numbers; Numbers of Dreams of the Months; for the Days of the Week. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

ORDER BY NO. 439 .................................. $1.00

ALBERTUS MAGNUS' EGYPTIAN SECRETS

Or White and Black Art for Man and Beast. Contains secrets and mysteries teaching nature's secrets, how to avoid sickness, make better crops, proper in all undertakings, to acquire success, and many other wonders. A big book chuck full of facts you must know.

ORDER BY NO. 204 ONLY ........................ $1.00

TELL YOUR FORTUNE

By cards. This new book will teach you how. Full explanation how to tell all about the past, present and future with the use of the ordinary cards. The most complete book ever written on this subject. Simple to read and very interesting. Get this wonder book.

ORDER BY NO. 442 Only .......................... $1.00

LUCKY NUMBERS

Get your lucky numbers from this wonderful book. Gives full information as to dreams and their lucky numbers, combinations, gigs, horses, and tables of great value to you. Be a winner in games of every kind. Buy this book today.

ORDER BY NO. 441 Only .......................... $1.00

WIZARD'S MANUAL or Secrets of the Black Arts

Covers many subjects, such as Ventriolquism, hypnotism, etc. A big book containing many facts such as how to change cards and money, how to make the pass, how to cook an omelet in a hat, how to turn water into wine, how to make water freeze by the fireside, how to do hundreds of marvelous feats. You'll accomplish wonders with this book. Order today.

ORDER BY NO. 443 Only .......................... $1.00

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Page Fifty-five
THE SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES

Contains exact copies of over One Hundred and Twenty-five Seals, signs, Emblems, etc., used by Moses, Aaron, Israelites, Egyptians, etc., in their astounding magical and other arts. Moses, the great law-giver of Israel, wrote the first five books of Holy Writ, known as the Five Books of Moses. It is believed, and known to comparatively few, that there were two more books written by him known as the Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses. Writing, manuscript, etc., of precious worth have existed for ages past that could be traced to the time of Moses, but few of these have been published, except in small portions. This is accounted for by the fact that the high priests, scribes, and heads of various religious bodies were unwilling that the people should be given those deeper mysteries, being fearful of losing their hold on them. Moses acquiesced, during his residence at the Court of Pharaoh, many Egyptian arts in his constant intercourse with learned men. It is pronounced the most wonderful work ever published. So true is this that millions never undertake at any important step in life relating to finance, exchange or health without seeking from its pages advice and guidance. Contains many mysterious rules, instructions, guides, mystic symbols, seals, wierd tales, etc. A wonderful book.

ORDER BY NO. 444. EACH .................................................. $1.00

New Illustrated “SILENT FRIEND”

MARRIAGE GUIDE and MEDICAL ADVISOR

Do you want to be successful in love? Do you want to win others and make them care for you? Do you want riches—wealth—luxury? Don’t envy others when you can be happy and prosperous yourself.

FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE AND SECRETS NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED ARE NOW YOURS

NOTE—It would require several circulars to give the full contents of this remarkable book, which is really a book bound in one big volume of over 300 pages and illustrations. The wonders of the Cabala, copies from old and rare manuscripts, many of them hidden in tombs, caves and monasteries and formerly guarded from the people for hundreds of years, together with all the secrets of the Great Seventh Book under the Great Seal the whole collected at immense cost of money, time and labor, will be found in this wonderful book. Here’s only a part of this contents:

Why every man and every woman should marry—How to obtain real happiness in marriage—How to know how soon a person will be married—How to know what fortune your future husband will have—The love letter charm—How to know your future wife, or husband—How to court women—How to win the esteem of anyone—The new art to make young and old people handsome—The art and secret form of writing love letters—The lovers’ guide to courtship and marriage—How to get rich, or the great $50,000 receipt—Fifty great money-making plans—How to make a Goldometer, used for the discovery of minerals, etc.—How gamblers win at cards, dice, etc.—Fortunate and unfortunate days of the year—How for finding luck numbers—How to obtain health, wealth, and happiness—The secret illness cure—The secret of the hidden stars—Spiritual Vision, or second sight, explaining how to read the thoughts of others, etc.—Other valuable information and hundreds of secret formulas and recipes too numerous to mention here.

ORDER BY NO. 445. PRICE REDUCED TO .................................. $1.98

NEW CLEARING HOUSE NUMBERS

This new book will tell you things you’ve long sought for. Plainly states the information you seek. Be a winner always. Don’t stand by and let the other fellows win. Be lucky in games. Learn the meaning of your dreams. Learn the new lucky clearing house and other numbers. Gives lucky and unlucky days, rules for learning saddles, gigs, horses, etc., combination tables—the most complete book you ever saw. Over 200 pages. You should own one. The information contained in this book may make you a sure winner. Order now. Surprise your friends. Have all the money you want. If not delighted, your money returned.

ORDER BY NO. 446. PRICE ................................................... $1.00
BRING ANYTHING YOU WANT TO YOU

For many years thousands of people have been using our famous Drawing Magnetic Lodestone and Lucky Roots to bring them all the good luck they desire. They are believed to attract luck and to have the power to bring to you anything you want. This is just what you have always wanted. Be a winner in all games and have all the money you want. Let the magic power of these wonderful goods draw your loved one to you forever. Just carry it with you and notice the wonderful change that comes upon you. Brings immediate results. You don’t have to wait. Be strong and powerful. Your condition can be helped.

FREE! LUCKY STONE FREE!
Believed to attract to you all the money you want. Why not be lucky and happy, too? Give me a chance to help you. Win in games. If your luck is crossed, just write me today. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money returned. You take no risk.

ORDER BY NO. 315. Only ................................................. $1.98

ORIENTAL
Seven Purpose
LUCKY BAG

Dear Friend: Here is the Lucky Oriental Drawing Bag you have always wanted. You can use for seven different purposes:
1. Love; 2. Money; 3. Happiness; 4. Success; 5. Business; 6. Games; 7. Jobs. Don’t be unlucky all your life. Why be lonely and worried when you can have all the luck you want? I have just what you need—a real good luck bringer. For years and Oriental Bag and Lodestone Oils with wonderful results. Why not you? This is something you have always wanted—something that you could carry with you everywhere you go—something that you could direct to bring you the winnings in all games, the one you love, or do anything that you desire. Write me a personal letter, telling your troubles and I will send my free big lucky outfit. Notice the wonderful change that comes upon you.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
or your money returned. Be strong and powerful and have luck. Write today. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage. Then keep and enjoy forever. Big lucky book and secret rules with order. Special offer: Two Double Powerful Outfits only $4.00. ORDER BY NO. 661. ONLY ................................................. $2.48—2 FOR $4.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
No matter where you are, I believe I can help you. If you are sad, lonely and blue, just write me for my famous Arabian Drawing Powder and Attraction Lodestone Oils. I can solve your problems and help you get the best out of life. I have helped thousands, why not you? My wonderful preparations you believe by certain high priests to bring you whatever you desire, and to draw your loved one to you no matter where he or she is. Draw anything you want to you. Stop worrying. Just write me today and I will send you this big lucky outfit for you to keep and enjoy forever. Win in games.

GUARANTEED TO DELIGHT YOU
or your money refunded. So write today. Try it out first; then if not delighted, I will gladly return your money. You take no risk. Big book of luck and free instructions free with every order. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Special Offer: Two triple strength outfits for only $3.50.

ORDER BY NO. 719. ONLY. .................................................. $1.98—2 FOR $3.50

Famous CHINESE Magic OBDIENT LUCKY BAG

Here at last is the famous Chinese Magic Obedient Lucky Bag. It is believed to be obedient to your wishes, and to draw anything that you want. Attract money and bring your sweetheart under your control. If you are sad and lonely, this is just the Bag you need. It contains Lodestone, John Root, Adam Root, Magnetic Sand, and Lucky Powders all of which are believed to be lucky. Win in games. Be happy. This is something new and powerful. If your luck is crossed, this will do you lots of good. Write today.

MAGIC CRYSTAL BALL FREE

with your order. It tells you the truth about your friends and answers all your questions. If you are searching for the truth, this is just what you need. You can have this big lucky outfit, consisting of the Obedient Bag, Magic Crystal Ball, Life Reading and free book of lucky secrets for only $2.48. Just pay postman on arrival. Shake the jinks—now. Stop worrying. Draw your loved one to you and be happy. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. Special offer: Two complete outfits for only $4.00. ORDER BY NO. 316. ONLY. .......................... $2.48—2 FOR $4.00

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
Spanish Love Drops

Are you unlucky in your love affairs? Are you worried about your love and home troubles? If so, I have just what you need for you to be happy and lucky. My famous Spanish Love Drops and Oriental Powders draw, thrill, and incline your chosen one to yield to love's sweet spell. Its magic power is just what you need to draw your loved one to you. Get yours today. You will be surprised with the wonderful change that comes upon you. Bring back your loved one with these wonderful Drops.

Lovage Root Free

with your order. Many believe that it will keep your sweetheart away from others. Make your home happier and drive away evil. Be loved. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. When the postman delivers this big love outfit, pay only $1.98 and postage. Make your wishes come true by writing today.

ORDER BY NO. 578—ONLY.......................................................... $1.98

Is Your Luck Crossed?

I Will Do You Good

Is your luck crossed? Are you sad and blue all the time? Do you feel that no matter how hard you try you can never get ahead? Is someone holding you back? If so, I have just what you need. For many years thousands of people have been using my famous Mysterious Lodestone Powders and Charm Breaking Oils that are believed to bring good luck in games, love, business and everything. Have all the money you want. Be a lucky one. Be rich and independent. Be happy in the knowledge that you are safe from evil of all kinds. Just carry this outfit with you and notice the wonderful change that comes upon you. Draw anything you want to you. Just write me today and I will send you my free advice and this big Lucky outfit to keep and enjoy forever.

DON'T SEND A PENNY

Just write today. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. We know this will do you good so order now. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage.

ORDER BY NO. 718—ONLY.......................................................... $1.98

R. E. Woods Co. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 Marshall Boulevard CHICAGO, ILL.
Let me give you advice and help. If you are lonely and distressed I can solve your problems, especially those relating to love and money. With my help you may be able to get the many things out of life. My Famous Lucky Drawing Powders and Oriental Lucky Oils and Perfumes are believed by certain high priests to draw anything to you and to bring your sweetheart to you even if he is far away. Shake the jinx for good and have all the money and good luck you want. Write me today and I will send you my free advice and tell you everything you want to know. You will be delighted with the quick results that my famous preparations will bring you.

LUCKY LODESTONE AND BOOK FREE

with your order. This is just what you need and will do you good. Your condition can be helped. Give me a chance to help you. Win in games. Draw your loved one to you. Just write me today. On arrival pay postman only $2.48 and postage, and I will send you my free advice and instructions. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. You take no risk. Let me give you all the luck and happiness you are entitled to. Order today.

ORDER BY NO. 604—ONLY.................................................. $2.48

THIS WILL DO YOU GOOD

Yes, I mean it. I will advise you absolutely free and help you to enjoy and get your share of the happiness and success that is all around you. Are you lonely, unhappy and in bad luck? Are you unlucky in love, games, business and everything? Thousands of thankful people are being benefited by my famous Lucky Spanish Controlling Loadstone Powder (for driving away bad luck) and Drawing Fast Luck Oil (for drawing in love and money). This will do you good. Carry it with you wherever you go and notice the change. Its wondrous power is believed to bring your loved one to you, make you a winner in all games, or do anything that you desire. So write today, telling me, frankly and freely, your troubles and I will send you this big Luck Outfit and my free advice for you to keep and enjoy forever.

SEND NO MONEY

As soon as I receive your letter, I will immediately send you the Powder, Oil, Lucky Book and my free advice. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. Then, if not delighted, I will promptly refund your money. You can't lose! Special offer: Two complete Double Strength Outfits for only $3.50.

ORDER BY NO. 720—ONLY................................................. $1.98—TWO FOR $3.50

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.
DRAW ANYTHING
YOU WANT, TO YOU!

Dear Friend: Haven't you wanted something you could use to draw in all the good luck you want—something that you could carry with you wherever you go, something that you could direct to bring you the winnings in all games, the one you love, or do anything that you desire? And haven't you hoped that some lucky day you, too, could have all the good things in life? Your lucky day is here. Here is your opportunity. Shake the jinks for good. Thousands of thankful people are today using our famous Lucky Lodestone Machine which they say has brought them untold happiness and wealth. Why not you? Don't be down and out all the time. It is believed by certain high priests that a person carrying this machine will never be without money and can obtain anything that he desires; he will always feel strong and powerful and have much luck. So send at once for this Wonder Machine of the Ages. Very simple to operate. You don't have to wait. Each Lucky Lodestone Machine contains John the Conqueror Root, Adam and Eve Root, Magic Perfumes, Incense, Magnetic Sand and other lucky articles. Start drawing your own good luck today.

FREE! HOT FOOT AND ATTRACTING POWDERS

with your order. Believed to bring your loved one to you, no matter where he or she is. When the Lodestone Machine, Secret Rules, Powder, and luck book arrive, pay postman only $3.48 and postage. Guaranteed to delight you or money returned. Special offer: Two Complete Outfits for only $4.00.

ORDER BY NO. 425. ONLY

$2.48. 2 FOR $4.00

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED

Bring back that lost feeling of Pep, Vim and Vitality! Are you all in? Weak? Then send at once for these wonderful Pep-Strength Tablets. Make you feel like a new person. Wonderful for regaining lost manhood and womanhood. Gives you that thrill of vigor that please. Absolutely harmless. Be the man or woman you should be. Satisfy your loved one with that constructive appearance of Health and Vigor. Comes in plain package, sealed. Complete package $2.00. Super-special strength for severe, prolonged cases, $3.00. Two $3 boxes for $5.00. We guarantee you satisfaction. Order now.

ORDER BY NO. 427—BOX

Super-Special $3.00, Two for $5.00

CLOSING HOUSE NUMBERS

Also Policy Guide and Free Advice

Have all the wealth and happiness you want. Be a winner in all the games you play. Make everything come your way and draw all the money to you. Don't stand by and let the other fellow win. Be rich and independent. Get our new Clearing House Numbers Book and learn the secrets of policy, saddles, gigs, horses, combination tables, and your lucky numbers and days. This is the most complete book you ever saw, containing over 200 pages of valuable information. The secrets contained in this book may make you a sure winner. Surprise your friends and have all the money you want. Order this wonderful book now.

GOOD LUCK WINNING CHARM FREE WITH YOUR ORDER

So write today. Be strong and powerful. Guaranteed to please you or your money returned. On arrival pay postman only $1.49 and postage for this big luck outfit. Order now.

ORDER BY NO. 426—ONLY

$1.49

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD

CHICAGO, ILL. Page Sixty-One
ATTRACT ANYTHING YOU WANT TO YOU

Dearest Friend: If you are distressed, blue and unhappy, let me help you. I can solve all problems, especially those relating to love, money and your future happiness. With my help you may be able to get what you want and get the best out of life. I have helped thousands. Why not you? Many thousands of people have found good luck and happiness in my Spanish Drawing Lodestone Powder and Attraction Powders. They are believed by certain high priests to bring to you anything you desire and to bring back your loved one, or do anything that you want done. Shake this jinx for good. Have all the happiness you want. Stop worrying. Just write me a personal letter, telling me all your troubles and heartaches, and I will send you my free advice, and this Big Lucky Outfit which is being recommended by thousands. As soon as you receive it, you will be pleasantly delighted and amazed at the wonderful change for good.

GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU OR YOUR MONEY RETURNED. FREE—TWO POWERFUL LUCKY BAGS

with your order. These Bags are for two uses:
- BAG NO. 1—to draw in money, success, power and general good luck.
- BAG NO. 2—to bring success in controlling the opposite sex, man or woman, and to bring back your loved one, and to keep your loved one with you all the time.

TRY IT OUT FIRST. Then if not delighted, we will gladly return your money. Write today. Join the lucky ones; enjoy your life. Each Bag contains Lodestone, Iron, and Eve Root, Magnetic Perfumes, Incense, Magnetite Sand and many other lucky articles. Start drawing in your good luck at once. You take no risk. Just write me, and when the postman delivers the package pay him only $2.98 and postage. Then it is yours to keep and enjoy forever. Be a mystery to your order of secrets. Try with your order. No matter how hard your case may be, just write me and I will help make your wishes and dreams come true. Special offer: 2 Double strength outfits for only $5.98.

TWO OUTFITS $5.98. ORDER BY NO. 302—ONLY. $2.98

Lucky Spanish Magic Bone

If you are sad and blue, let me help you. Let me solve your problems, especially those relating to love, money and your future happiness. Let me send you my famous Lucky Spanish Magic Bone and wonderful Drawing Lodestone. Be a winner in money, games, love and everything. Control your loved one and have peace and happiness in your home. This famous Bone is regarded by many as being very powerful and believed to change evil to good. Just carry it with you wherever you go and notice the wonderful change for good that comes upon you. Join the lucky ones. Draw your loved one to you. Secret rules free with order.

2 PIECES MAGNETIC LODESTONE FREE! with your order. Many claim that one piece will drive away evil and the other will bring good luck. Big book of luck free with your order. You take no risk. No matter how hard your case may be, I can help you. On arrival pay postman only $1.98 and postage. If you want two, our special price is only $3.98 for two complete double strength outfits. Make your wishes come true by writing today.

Two for $3.98. ORDER BY NO. 904—ONLY. $1.98

R. E. WOODS CO. MAIN OFFICE: 2100 MARSHALL BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL.

Page Sixty-Two
Test This

Astounding

New Fast Hair Grower

Folks with dull, scrappy, lusterless or short hair who want to grow long, lustrous, beautiful hair quickly should make this simple test. Look at your hair now in the mirror. See exactly the condition it is in. Scalp itchy? full of dandruff? Hair stunted? dull? dry? oily? falling? Becoming bald?

Then if you really want to have healthy, lovely, vigorous long hair, massage Thomas' Fast Hair Grower Formula No. 99 thoroughly into your scalp. A 7-days' test will convince you that yes is the hair grower you have long waited for. Your scalp will at once begin to tingle with a fresh healthy feeling, and you will be delighted with the new sheen and luster your hair partakes. That itching will stop, dandruff will disappear and before long you will notice your hair getting longer.

You will be amazed at the improved condition of your hair and what your friends will say. But you do not have to depend upon what your friends tell you—just look in your own mirror and see the sparkling new hair beauty that can be yours. You will understand how Thomas' Fast Hair Grower differs from ordinary growers. You will be delighted with the results of this test and will continue to use this hair grower until you have achieved the full hair beauty which you so much desire.

Remember, when you order this Fast Hair Grower you are not obligated to keep it. You use it for seven days, then if you are not simply delighted, return it, and your money in full will be paid back without question. You take no chance for you are testing it at OUR RISK. We take all of the risk because we know what Formula No. 99 has done for thousands of others and we want to prove its value to YOU.

Mail the coupon below so you can get your package and make your own test. Act at once because the sooner you mail the coupon the quicker you will receive your Fast Hair Grower, and the sooner you can start your hair and scalp on the road to vigorous beauty!

Test 7 Days Without Risk

SEND NO MONEY

The Thomas', Rush St., Chicago

Dear Sir:

Your Fast Hair Grower No. 99 is wonderful and I
find it will do all you said it would and it really started to
show results in one week. My hair stopped falling out and is now growing. I was
completely bald, I highly recommend it as the world's
finest hair grower.

Your friend,

R. L. Hayes

Mail the Coupon today

Test At No Risk

Send No Money

THE THOMAS CO.
848 Rush Street, Chicago, Ill.

Please send me, postage paid, one package of Thomas' Special Formula No. 99 Fast Hair Grower. On arrival I'll pay postman only $1.50. You will refund my money if I am not delighted and return No. 99 within 7 days. (Print name and address with pencil.)

Name

Address

City State

(ANOTE—No Orders Sent Outside of the United States Unless Accompanied by International Money Order. No Free Sample Sent to Anyone.)
Whiten Your Skin Like This.. In 10 Seconds
Or Amazing Treatment Is FREE!

NOW you can have the joy of a smooth, light, lovely skin—now you can whiten your skin ten shades in ten seconds—or amazing new treatment costs you nothing! And at the same time it banishes gloss and shine for hours—holds face powder all day long—conceals freckles and skin blemishes—heals and soothes skin irritations.

Never before was there a skin whitener like this. You just spread it on face, neck, hands and arms. Rub it in like vanishing creme. Instantly the appearance of the skin is lightened. Immediately all shine and gloss vanish. Makes arms and shoulders ivory-white—will not soil or mark clothes. Many claim that it helps to attract the opposite sex to them.

GUARANTEED TO LIGHTEN YOUR SKIN

This wonderful discovery is known throughout the world as GAY-KAT Skin Whitener. You take no risk. So sure are we that you will be delighted with this wonderful treatment that we will send it to you without one penny in advance. Write us at once. When the postman delivers your package, just pay $1.98 and postage. Take advantage of this wonderful discovery at once. Be a leader amongst your friends. You need no longer hide your face in shame for this wonderful treatment will surely bring out your hidden charms. Mail coupon today.

GAY-KAT MFG. CO.
3000 W. 21st St.
Chicago, Ill.

Please send me at once, your wonderful skin whitener. On arrival I’ll pay postman only $1.98 and postage. You will refund my money if I am not delighted.

Name ........................................
Address ......................................
City ......................... State ........
(Note—If cash accompanies order, we pay postage, No free samples sent to anyone.)